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JERROLD,

BRIGHTEN

YOUR

PROFIT

PICTURE!

NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF
RECEPTION SPECIALISTS

POWERMATE PREAMPS

COLORAXIAL CABLE -

PRODUCTS AND KNOW-HOW TO
SOLVE ANY RECEPTION PROBLEM

1-17,-15!-tizscTi

MOUNTING
HARDWARE

SPLITTERS

THE INDUSTRY'S NO. 1 MATV LINE

CALL OR WRITE:
JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORP., P.O. BOX A, 401 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
(215) WA 5-9870, EXT. 261

. . for more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

EMERSON 1421 PHI LCO-FORD 1422
Color.TVChassis 32K167332,16864,1687.2 Color TV Chassis 20ST30AV

MAGNAVOX 1420 SYLVANIA 1423
TV Chassis T959 Color -TV Chassis D18-1, -2, 3

MOTOROLA 1424
TV -Chassis TS -467

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED,
ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH VTVM.

NO SIGNAL APPLIED, CONTRAST AT MAXIMUICAND
ALL OTHER CONTROLS SET FOR NORMAL
OPERATION

2 CAPACITANCE VALUES GREATER THAN I ARE IN
11C0FARADS, LEEK THAN I IN MICOFARADS

3 ALE RESISTORS ARE 1/2 W, 10%
4 ALL CAPACITORS ARE 5000,10%
5115EARLY PRODUCTION
6   TEST POINT
7   VOLTAGE SOURCE

III  COMPONENT LOCATED OFF BOARD
9 A  COMPONENT LOCATED ON UNDERSIDE OF

BOARD (COPPER SIDE I
10,14 AND J5 MAT BE LABELLED J8 AND J7

RESPECTIVELY.ON COMPONENT SIDE OF BOARD
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1420
MAGNAVOX
TV Chassis T959

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

JUNE  1972

MAGNAVOX PART NO.

T204 -sound take -off xformer & 4 5MHz trap 36A040-26
T301 -sound IF xformer 36A040-27
T302 -Quad coil 36A023.8
T303 -audio output xformer 32A021-7
T401 -vent output xformer 32A022-1
T501-horiz output xformer 32A021-13

deflection yoke 36A040-22
VRI 500K, volume on/oft 22A012-10
VR2-100K, bright '2'2A012-9
VR3-500n, contrast 22A012.3
VR4-1M, vert hold 22A012.1
VR5-100K, ho.12 range 22A012.5
VR6-1M, vert height 22A012-5
VR7-500K, vent II? 22A012.5
VR9-2M, CRT bias 22A012.6
Fl -fuse 2a, 125v 18A008.1
F2 -fuse, 0 35a 250v 18A019-12
K401 -Vert retrace pac 25A0191

UHF tuner 34A008-4
VHF tuner 34A008.3
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1421
EMERSON
Color -TV Chassis

32K1673-32, 1686-4,
1687-2

womm 2y1/ 4M;GgAix
JUNE  1972
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION EMERSON PART NO.

R258 -1M, volume control 971571
R301 -10K, adj, rej, control 75/1101.8
R315-7500. sound rej. control 75A101-3
R321 -8.2K, 3w 970432
R401 60K, AGC control 754101-9
R468 -300K, vert lin control 970435
R474 -120n. thermistor 644501

R709-2500, contrast control In 25-1n. picture tube sets 754134-4

RR77°910:325°.4M0,,mcnterrasb,t cighonttrcoolni,70211-in.

picture tube sets 970447
970449

R475 67ma. 20v. VDR

R724-VDR 6144613

R504 -1M. color killer control

970452
rerltorhocoldntcroonitrol in 25 -in. picture tube sets754134-6

7 56 9A1 7/ 1104459136.-31

R725 -2.8M. high voltage adj.RRR77700°331---5110001KKn,: vert hold control in 21 -in. picture tube sets754127-9
R704 -3.4M. vert size control 75496.20 8728-100 vert center control

77554A641081-271707-1.1K, tint control 75A149-4
R13773932:v15DMR 61446-2,

focus control
R708 -250K. bright control in 25 -in. picture tube sets 754104-5

R145-3.8.. thermistor1/,7011_.750K, hrigkr oontrol M.25-1,6 0.'402 tLihre re,' 7.1;1:.,l,V, 61427.1
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ELECTRONIC 2J-TW=Egia jitr
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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C101-240/240/5/1600, @200v, & video output G2 30.2601-33
L2 -ratio det coil ...............................324906-1
L3 -sound takeoff & 4.5MHz trip coil 32-4955-2
L13-horiz stabilizer 32-4754-3
N 1 -CRT network 30-6058-2
R93-varistor, 560v 0 10ma, vert bias 33.13735
R103-3 n. fusistor 33.1381.5
AOT-audio output xformer 32.10161-2

AUDIO

HOT-horiz output xformer 32-10152.1
VOT-vert output xformer 32.10160-3
VR2-2K, tuner delay 33.5628-13
VR3A-8-60K, horiz hold aux 25K contrast 33.5637-4
VR4A-B-C-150K, vert hold, 2.5M, vert lin, 500K, vert size 33-5645.1
VR101-25K, on/off volume, sw 33-5646.8
VR102-250K, bright 33-5445-1
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TO 106

114311

M32 ,,

M6I (;1
aa

IN9
C48I G

.047- .0

WCI

R9I
#

C62 ior R83

R90 2 7M 0082 IONA

82(34(
111 tHlr*

58"
VR4C

R26

3A M62
141811M

MI8 1463_

500K
1VERT.

SIZE

*150PF USED WITH 19DUP4

tzoPf USED WITH 2ORP4
AND 19%1CCP4

TO M53

RISC

1.51

M3

N CR

4

6

64t

IVhT

M60

IIW

TO 1154

5011F
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O 2V P/P,
15.750Hz

® 95V P P,
15,750Hz

0 12.5V P/P,
15,750Hz

0 17V P/P.
15,750 Hz

O 50V P/P,
60Hz

O 30V P/P,
60Hz

O 1.9V P/P,
15.750 Hz

0 1.9V Pl.. 15.750Hz
Expanded View of
Hor. Sync. Pulse

0 14V P/P (min. contrast I
90V P/P (max. contrast)
15,750Hz

O 17V P/P.
15, 750 Hz

O 30V P/P.
15,750Hz

@ 16V P/P,
60Hz

@ 1150V P/P,
60Hz

75V P/P,
15.750Hz

CI 36V P/P,
15.750Hz

0 130V P/P,
15,750Hz

0 30V P/P.
60Hz

@ 34V P/P.
15,750Hz

1.9V Pz P. 15,750 Hz
Hor. Sync. Pulse
Showing 4.5MHz
Trap out of Ad,.

tJ

5051 P/P,
15,750Hz

0 9V P'P
15.750 H.

1Sioloo

0 15,750Hz, Loose
coupled to plate
lead of 22JR6

55V Sawtooth,
80V P/P, 60Hz

I.

ru'r
QD 11V P'P,

15,750Hz

TRANSISTOR & TUBE RESISTANCE CHARTS

All measurements are in ohms and taken with a B& K Model
120 volt -ohm -meter with an allowable tolerance of ±20%.
DC polarity switch set in "REV" position. Resistance
measurements of transistors and tubes taken in circuit
with power off.

TRANSISTOR RESISTANCE CHART
(USE 0100 SCALE)

OMMILIETER
CONNECTION

1NOTE POLARITY)

01
AUO. OR

TV17

co
ltd SIP

TV32

03
3rd SIF
TV32

CO
301 VIF
11/64

011

ltd VIP
TVS°

OS
RF AGC

1V44

07
181 VIF
TVSO

oe
GATE
TV17

of
lst SIP
TV32

Coll.  Grd.- 22K 3.2K 5.5K 1.2K 8000 2.1K 1.2K 400K 7000

Emit.  GM.- 1000 IA 1.89 2200 5e00 7500 2700 3.11( 4.7K

Soso  GNI.- 1.9K 2.61( 2.6K 1 7K 2.4K 1.2K 1.21( 3.4K 2.7K

Coll. Emit.
I-1 I.) 17K 3.5K 5.511 1 3K 1.3K 3.71( 1.3K 2.5K 5K- 22K 2.36 7K 1.3K 1.4K 2K 1.46 4091( 2.81(

Coll.  Base
I-) I.) 1.711 1.6K 1.7K 1.6K 1.9K 4K 1.911 1.511 1.6K- 701( 71( 71( 2.8K 5.511 1.7K 2.4K 4001( 8201(

Mae . Loot.
I-1 III 271( 8.5K 4K 2K 5.56 "750  I.6K 2.46  13K- 1.7K 1.76 1.8K 1.7K 2K  750 *1.2K 1.5K 1.6K

'use /MOO scale
VR2 num clockwtss

TUBE RESISTANCE CHART

sm.
801 TUBE FUNCTION

PIN NUMBERS

I 2 3 4 6 8 7 9 9 To TT 12

VI 6A054 46.0.0 Outran 470K 1500 IC 171/ 2.5K A 2K 4700

V2 17923 011nIPI. oon 260 251) 2.1K 04F INF 2306 INF INF 20 INF 190

03,--
v4

81074 Nor.. Osc. 1411 1.341 9100 102) 7n 50K 110K 91011 04F -
17703 Von Osc A

0.,
17n 3M INF 2.2K INF 1.2M I..1/1 / IK 00 1601 on ion

V5 101106 Sync Sop on 2.94 9 5K on 7Q 151/ 311 12K SK - -
06 27.706 nor/A Om 3K 61100 OTI 250 361/ 211( 36 INF 2800 -

Oepords on meter polawy

CAT

22*-1(-
C2T- C3T LAT

27 27

L2T

1

LITI

1

rR11.1 ;TO
1

1 ::-1 1

1

130
1 1

130
,;., 1

1-- I 1 -7 1

J2T
CHI

INPUT

TRANSISTOR BASINGS
BOTTOM VIEWS

02.03 01

L131

CLOT

2.4

BIT

It

C8T
1000 1

PHI LCO-FORD
Color -TV Chassis
20ST30AV

L103 L211. R104 C19T RI1T C25T C16T
CHi

NPIIT

I. F.

OUTPUT

JACK

C241'

C14T

NOTE CONP0h19',
WITH SUFFIX ,f "E -601
PART OF TUNER ASS'

C105 C12T

R5T

.tF-fit

L104 C104 C8T

ANTENNA

FILTER

ASSY

COMPONENT LAYOUT -TOP VIEW -VHF TUNER

CIIT
10 L19T

R12T

21

R31

1.88

C12T

47

011

St 5020
RI AMP

ID

C9T

12501

RAT

270

ACC  I IS

FORWARD FOR ALIGNMENT

1I.2V

R2T

82

R5T

8.27

CNtI

L2OT

0131

5.6
NPO

R6T

2.2K

VHF TUNER TT211

Cl8T

1.5

02T
CUT

CDC5026A f IV
20

NITER
L 21T

C16T11000

INT
18

R7T=
820

-1(
C15T

2.9
R8T

82

CI9T

68

L22T

021T

3.9

J1T

I.1.
OUTPUT

0 ICO20501

.12*
UDC

C24T

1250

RIIT

10

@ 34V P/P.
15,750 Hz

CD 7.5V P/P,
15, 750 Hz 300II UHF INPUT

J
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1423
SYLVANIA
Color -TV Chassis

D18-1, -2, -3

JUNE  1972

MI MIMI OP

4111111111111114111

1 2 101.P

M...

011 *mom. So.

r, r,

174"oriT.',"

ami
20 V14

rP

1$ TOM

r-- r 0

ELECTRONIC L7 riV=TECHNICIAN/DEALER /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

MOM
n4211

140,011

So

244
02021

.0004
1112T.
021 .0 .404

SOSO.

OP T*12.

CY777
NI N1

S.010

(WE:
00

110T011SrS4
TOE
421.101

a 100
POS

11244110

TO

244.2
111148.

42411 11000.

Ell' .2 

120.1e.

%%W. 00

TO P. 
5.00

1100
.112 CPO

2 2 r1.1. , ;2 112. . 22
V.,

P.
1.7)

_    .0  do. am 11
II fp

E
I osrm.,

a

I

oo"'"
13-23024-I I

00 :fa?
SIC P 14T ,,,,

se 241

21C04Ho S.02

2222

0.1./
011212,

.011

NI Iv
WOW

 IV MI

won I
0. 1110,.,

00

m2M
04

2

mtg.
As

.00.

 *

gl

400
0..02

i3 -35550-i
arc 2,22.

oar
/Nn If

in
74°

SIC

L__ pm, 012,2C,. V.0 Map, (Oft , Coo 00,1 J
f- 0.1

111 to.

Id

IN*
DI

: aua

froo

lot ic*
"err 112

121.1. ma "OP
-.2c4  2. 1130 "',
00. ss /4 Ice

110

Mar

N iF
110.1
4002e.

t1 P.1

01C2.0 .
It;

;;c.2Kr oo.

w-.,0

,C1.4 IC210 sato,00.

C22 0.

4.412.12.1.0

el

['.24'310421 C21

2 1 121111""

r1140, OP Tu.. WAIT.

100 rPP

..100
TO MIS

1

.01100./
10022Sto

VV VV w

tp-4177,,77_77--
- 77- -SPS00

13-35009-2

7.7.1

021-/)+ 9f
10.1csor c

DI

0412 U
tw arr

sY

rr sr
1 r 

3a o l'53'5059-1.' swoons,

oI "
0.00

M..

,21,

4

4,04 T,
72,41 Hwr

;Ill .0SOr

Of ,,sas
4

11211
an Oa

2.1
f2f

OP

T200

2.:747

0220
On

DO

,323824-I

Yon

.2 4
22-2TS

rs

CI

0O.0.0
02T

100

DI

141N 2010
s

ff

i211 ar Ft:
124

-7704

11,01

'"*Wg

233
VOA

01

SC202
.211S
41240112

IL.!;',

TO  142
POWS. -
30.1

ray If
0421 33r

POlir
11

10T

19.

CS

34

CS
SC202

.402 '4

132S
St.

 2. .
WM .

, 47004
;

SIS
fin

"F

If
=OS

.0. ...
4

430 CS con

304 .2 0
C2OS

2011 0.
CS

"1?

"roo
,F...r

rATL-7,---,;

1"4"..,

-...- ,;

:71
" r _o_ _E_

*r,i- 041
*

L

w,

,
240101

(:),, !

:

,
1.22 4
322

:111'"'l. ._..,
! *....? .. .....

 oloo,v

,;11

1

ISJAI13-2
440 Yit

NI ON

Nth,
ISZID
fY

i0. =Z.

Or

  a
I T.m0 I

I
OUTPUT

AI
I

ZOO 4
0201 0204

.
4. 13-135954

ill vi0t0 SSW

111

911rcs.
TS12112

vOLTS44 1.442

Van?, IMAMS

05
3.1,01

II
room

0,0 C502

1404 200s 

TS00

OaIta
C10.01.1TOO -2/11

Z. SC0

2222,0011
2404

as . 7081
CSOO

SOON

.004

000114

050i 0 r
11422/11114

(S)

13.11,41

21 aocar p:

.c;. VA s
if  NI , ..--.IIIIsv ..., ,-,_.

1 1/26LNI1 4r ,st;17.24
L1011:::1.

c.o... L
-1 sat,..
1±7-1,,,0,0,, A

.r.
....,,,,,,,,,,,L.... ,00

1 4.??...011 i SSOr SSC. r.1

t 1÷.02 L

4 .1

PI Pt r3, , aa  

11

0021

PI

Fs

.:: 7:::
,., ,_,. .7....

417,77

     MO. fii 
CSS...., .er".iS210"tS.:11.,.. IV

';'

CS

N:
,:z.

,ss le:,

, os, ro, 0 ..

NT oar :Ws T-4

;,1g, %V

7.4
SS

c.

S0011

. : f: T-
-4-rs74.HT

J°4'. '

2 r.
/(11i .2.. -,.2,f---- 0 C212 ,,,, , , 40012.4r. 421.:2,23-29033-2 ,,,'.11 sc1221

cs pc sksaaa. , 0 `o tr .-----.
:rd ir..

..., c., .44

.,..
0 4,

:710 .

a if new 2

00 11.

21" INISO. :S]

.1.LZL

71.S11
No. IV

111'111' 1329775-3
1,2 Jo Sr."

;V p, Of :MI.. .2 V

<MO 1004
OW ifi404.204

or
 Or 11.

13-29033-2
*Pr WC

04

")
33 SCN.

441.1212

C.32.2

34
00 :00

1329033-20
moos

2 SC

.014

 LOCK114

113S2

0
S3V

SO.C2

4307

lc 222
0320 11.4S.

.TT 13-29776-1
HUTT Dory.

!CYO DO,

of
P3-.112 40-300

&Is 2224r2

si rs 'VA
" %`: '"

To 11.2  TM

0040, SOTIONIT TO
1411.2 OC .20M,

tito 02.
00"..CriCIN110 24 0. 1/26043 ,

RFS 20.4 OSC
r

411:19

CI
3140.
PS

Ct. SCOP2
212 TO 0.urTi.

n, 3%246
oaa 0.2Por

14/121.11

SI " p "GI C.332
042.00r 13- .2114.2 111011 0021""  
, t7s, ,.

111.. so

C

0033 022 2112.
0033TOT22,1* 200v IS :..1

1,00.0.2 "la
2. f 
0047

1 13;704
4

lets
112

TV,.
r P.  

OOP,

uH .
..: & ,..: 6C3

0.L1.2
H

owo:

'IL itr. Ir. "c*  r
4. 2

WS, .
, >tx Sew

,
i

rli
1

4.202

Iiff441sl

,. C311,.  If i' .
0 .... . 4 ..0  ,:

01

UZI.
...

400
1.100

11,:124

'7;74v

IC 4 1.18

 123112
OVTPVT

FM*
TO 1. CP v
3.4112 TOS

,0Howl:12,22CT.O.. ....... mom.  MINIM     e  dm.

  ..  .4.   .mm    m   .. i du == 01.

o ow.
11110S

.04022 00Trse
s

.0100
00.,003MM.

111101

T Y.
I 4-

J 01001 00.21.1
-4-

 r
2.1201110
141012120 T.I1210
r2ST Smr
MOO, 02.0

/04.1.461 l *TEMPT. *T22MT2 1110,or. 22 MOO
rre. 01,011 41.

0200.0202.0004.01100

- TRANSISTOR BASINGS -

g, !
0205.010204,03. T.12
0. 03200400 TOON 0.24
0000 1.1.2 0004,0102

140111
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111141016111

4+00

.11141" t.1
B

eleallesmil

5C6 OKT1
6. CONTI. NMI.

00r- 7.;-707*
01105 0011 13 29033 3 13-29033-3co 1 C. 1. SV

I

 

: =L_ _ _v o
114011 06011

  51 
rOt.T. C

0016. new

Imm an

D

E

F

G

H

100,00
0600

13-35550-1
5r C1 -OW

t.
 

4%"

un u11

In "JIM
. I

,1 I

;:.:- 14)
05 v.

3,4.,.

Pivc

11.44°17

] 1 - n n--

PAINT Of .04 WM..

4616
10,
11900

1-.-) CM. 04.1
116....600,0c1116.1.

 POSIT...

h.500 .0
TO I 

500 "
;

5.00/14616

1600
. 406

Ir'

TO P. 

"AV

K.504'

F5  at.M. 0
1 M

01.
0-2903

66.
06

0602 fa
C6

.00 460 0r/ 1--=...

is4606

0.3 FFCC!"
11 11

tt

10511

001/

10f.

"'44. 
1166.12i....610

s"

nen'
13-35550-1C.01

01

IC07°Cfun. I

.46

OS46.

406

1.

C30

C.

63436
»On

R00060 -Foe ,s
13 -29033 -
'"Moo

..
1-.T1

tOV

J 0.1 060 .0
4

13-29033-3
1104. SI

I* 0-1

fAttoo OM
3

..34046-2.6100 060

0.7
66.

C.10/0

1( ,0 /
1111

OM,
i3.34046-2

CI.
M Ita2

060,6
61114110, m a.

PO

re.
" .

itte cet'a

ITT
re
660

.21 CC.. 400
064

13-29033-2M.. a..
11

04
cm. mime "too

}

atom .06 06..0
' 61

Fs 14

car 26..o.
Isom

at
t00600- 1100 

13-29033.3

mitC1.
C45 1111461

let pion

600

60011
514

66/
4670

It"

6.

16.

_ AM Wow IMO

viP
30

.14.. t =Ft Oat110 11.0 1100

CID (C/ c 46

cAO
mo

 260. PI

;tM60.6
1.0

162 Strar11.1124
moo.

" 1Por I 401 ta

11
oPr

2147
13-3501194 6 mo
/010 OUT.,

00 .P.W...4".
11

50,

cc.
13-29776-I

otp 4
Ft

.0 14.14

w
II

4

11+111

,1f r..,6414 4444
30C tr.

.1

j

11.1

1:2111
014ert

 1-1.C.r0,61111 C4.11

 

CS fir
.600 4.6101 100.

4.6

!41:

.1060 MO.

1/ 3 12MDI1 pr.
VIA

.Eo

Ft 7

41111
 10G

0. . PT.

41.Mm INmm,rabm,

0".

TO NIKKO.OP   C3f4

 II 1.15461
 COY

IF 4.1
JA

SYLVANIA
Color -TV Chassis
D18-1, -2, -3

f MIS
 64611P

1..
.11.4

011. ImMte

X ;4114 m,Goto
- -

m-Git G
-

-GAid GGF
- - brag am

106

CO 3101.1
1 011

.16C21,
300n I

s

11111361

B.
4041.
0-0114-t ---

r:t (MIS

oi IV

e";7s20.07tt

rof. MIT

toz'41119 13-2733-i

"one,
'-""

P.

1" 154 t:46
014

re

C1170

5\

*C
T604
*CRT. v.

.a.

 .
rTr

1.17-11
ON*.66

,0 1:1]
110/0.6.

 101.

SOO

I Mb as

CI

11,60 .61

OS

.40

OS MaO

14003
.T.62

411,..i.daromm.,.Mm

 IN
DOT

vgT

Slut .16

.06100
0114

13-29033-3

04

4r
6.4.1

To

11:1t
sciot 6,1
43 0.4.10

, 1-1000

1
41066146 Cl

04c.

00v

6.

.06

..11

on
"

C)
fir

3.29733-3
mm ,e
Calivrit
100.0

1
61106

-.

-2
MO

Pim Cu..] 110.11
011t.

. ---
II I II II

xF SU'
155 1.401 

01061

Ran

V-----
.101111 VI I- cat *am

0661

TOP/ 

MOCIII.

.imm

11011

 .1

SC .0GOO

TA-
0001

0-17.110-t

IS

Norz-No s
04'

CM.
To 3-29033-31

mn.1-6 ;a=
wo-

,114.1.

Lim I

t:°
.1,161

IOMI
1101.1.7 gr

- i.e else mmo //toe IL
13-29775-1APC 

MOO.

4.1.11..

13-33599-I

vt.. TIVOvn6.6 GOT,. vit 6100, 71101. T600
.T101dril 

NOTES

EXAMPLE .200 -00. REFERS TO TRANSISTOR BETA RANGE
E.- Oa/ LETTER AND NUMBER NEAR COMPONENT DESIGNATES

PRINTED CIRCUIT PANEL CO-ORDINATE

r-----
:

1 :

:

: 1

4 .M=M .0  OM=  

PIN 62111.62L 

FS

4r
NIG
+07

Of

scsoe.3.,,s
6.

m

I
I

1 I

1

I

rP

1 r.

A/c

AA,
55

56
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1424
MOTOROLA

TV Chassis
TS -467

JUNE  1972

ELECTRONIC 2/1-V=EFiel ji(
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5

KITES,
VOLTAGE MLASUMEMINTS

1. TAW FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS 81711 A VTVti - ±209.

2. LINE VOLTAGE MAINTAINED AT 120V AC.

3. TAKEN RITZ CONTROLS IN NORMAL OPERATING POSITION
4. MURK TWO VOLTAGES ARE =OWN

VOLTAGE ABOVE BOX - WITH NO SIGNAL INPUT, TUNER ON CHANNEL
WITII LEAST NOISE AND ANTENNA TERMINALS SNORTED.
VOLTAGE IN BOX - WITR TUNER ON STRONG STATION AND ouTsIta ANTENNA.

W AVEFORM MEASUREMENTS
I. TAW FROM POINT INDICATED TO CMASSIS WITS A RIDE -

RAND OSCILLOSCOPE.
2. OSCILLOSCOPE SYNCED NEAR I 2 SEEM. RATE INDICATED.
3. TAKEN KITH STRONG SIGNAL, CONTRAIT CONTROL AT

MAXIMUR ALL OTHER CONTROLS IN NORMAL OPERATING
POSITION:

 INDICATES VOLTAGE VARIES WITH CONTROL SETTINGS.
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, CAPACITOR VALUES LESS THAN ONE

IN IF, ALL OTHERS IN PF. CAPACITANCE VALUES ONLY ARE
SHOVE ON RCREMATIC DIAGRAM. REFER TO PARTS LIST.

collsittst%141151TeSsIzilli ONE OHM NUT silovr,

E B
IHDICATISPRINTED CINCUIT DOANE.

  
00Tvalo

01, Q2, 03, 08,
010 THRU 015.
81017 AND 018

C B E(  )
lir v...

04

8 E C

Q5. 06,407

TO 130V

VIDEO SUPPLY
ON PC PANEL

SW ON

VHF TUNER/

fR802 R8.01

33K 33K

A.1,'

PL801
11

(f
UHF /

P09 L802
VHF

PILOT LIGHT CKT vv
NOTNOT IN AIL SETS

NEW SETS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION MOTOROLA PART NO.

C1303-20000/40., 1000pf/35.
1000sif/29v IytiC .................... '23069772A04

F -800 -fuse, 3/4a 125v .........................65S136038
L-111-4.5MHz trap, Inds core ............... 24D70374A01
L-500-horiz °se, incls core ................. .24D68130A05
L -700 -yoke, deflect 114° IC12TS-4671
L -801 -choke. IMe ..........................'24069978A04
R -112 -video bias, 50K ..................... '18066401A43
R125 -contrast, 1K .........................'18D69773A02
R -126 -brightness. 500K ...................... 18D69773A02

R -306 -volume, 50K 18D69773A02
8-602-vert hold, 250K 18067678812
R-605-vert size, 25K 18001878B12
R-1308-ven lin, 10K 1806E678812
R615-varistor 6C66263A21
T -100 -audio takeoff, incls cores .24D68822A09
T-300-4.5MHz ratio detector °24D68822A 10
T -301 -audio output "251367552A26
T-500-horiz driver '25067440A10
T-501-H.V. 'dormer, complete '24C0698213A04
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

4111LTUNER REPAIR

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.

In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.

Fast efficient service at our four con-
veniently located service centers.

1 year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.-
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.

All tuners are cleaned inside and out,
repaired, realigned and air tested.

TSC

TlifilMFAC111661T
Replacement Tuner $9.75.

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TAR-
ZIAN INC. for this purpose.

The price is The same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA

All shafts have tie same length of 12".
Characteristics are:

Memory Fine Tuning
UHF Plug In
Universal Mcunting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise

If you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in origi la' tuner for comparison pur-
poses to oLr office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERV.TE

MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana . TEL: 317-632-3493
(Home Office)

EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey . TEL: 201-792-3730

SOUTH 938 GORDON ST., S.W. Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

SOUTH-EAST 1505 CYPRESS ST., Tampa, Florida TEL: 813-253-0324
WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION

10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California TEL: 213-769-2720
... for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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Our ECG 102A transistor replaces...
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and hundreds more.
The 102A is only one big part of

our very small line.
Just 124 Sylvania ECG semicon-

ductor parts will replace over 41,000
manufacturer's part numbers and
JEDEC types.

Our new ECG semiconductor re-
placement guide makes it easy for
you to find out exactly which one of
ours is the one you need.

With our guide and our 124 re-
placements, you can service prac-
tically any solid-state entertainment
product on the market.

No more lugging sets back to the
shop because you couldn't carry all
the parts you needed.

With Sylvania's 124 semiconduc-
tors you can handle almost all of
your repair jobs right in your cus-
tomer's home.

Stock up on Sylvania ECG semi-
conductors now.

It's just another small thing from
GTE Sylvania that can take a big
load off your back.
Sylvania Electronic Components,
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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and hundreds more.
Integrated circuits are still pretty

new in TV and stereo equipment.
But Sylvania's ECG Semicon-

ductor program really has those
applications pinned down.

Today, just 28 of our ICs will re-
place over 300 type numbers.

We don't do it by magic, or by
offering an "almost as good" re-
placement.

We do it by assigning our own
part number to just one high quality
IC that can be used to replace doz-
ens of others.

And to make it easy for you,

we've put together a replacement
guide that tells ycu which of our
ICs to use where.

Your customer won't know that
you're not carrying 300 different
ICs.

All he'll know is that you fixed
his set fast, and fixed it right.

The fact that yot. only needed 28
IC replacements is your secret.

And ours.
In servicing, that can be the se-

cret of success.
Sylvania Electronic Components,

Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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Use Eastman 910"
adhesive on:

Wafer Switches,
Tuners, Drive Belts,

Cabinets, Ferrite
Cores, Ferrite

Antennas, Knobs,
Panels, Trim.

Use it to bond:
Metals, Rubber,

Plastics, Ceramics,
Glass.

No refrigeration
necessary. One pack-
age system. Easy to
use. No mixing. No

heat. No clamps. No
waiting. Virtually no

shrinkage on setting.

erstick

TECH
SPRAY

QUICK
SETTING

NO MIXING

DRIES CLEAR

NO HEATING

HIGH
STRENGTH

One Drop
Covers OM
Inch

5*

STOCK NO.
910

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
INSIDE PACKAGE

arketers of

CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVE

RAPID BONDING

-UGH STRENGTH

Repairs:

Wafer Switches  Tuners
Drive Belts  Cabilets

Ferrite Cores & Antennas
Knobs  Panels  Trim

FOR. RUBBER, METALS, PLASTICS

CERAMICS. GLASS, PHENOLICS

Made In USA
Msels MIL -A-460506

OF asnvan 910 is a Kodak 5,7 T A

CHEMICAL TOOLS FOR TECHNICIANS

Economizal.
About 11/2 cents
per one -drop
application,
which covers one
square inch.

High Strength.

Reliable.
Manufactured by
Eastman-the
originators and sole
producers of
cyanoacrylates in the
United States.

Available through
Tech Spray,
P.O. Box 949,
Amarillo, Texas
79105

Eastman Chemical Products, Inc. Industrial Chemicals Division
... for more details circle 108 on Reader Service Card



Introducing the
expensive curve
tracer that doesn't
cost a lot.

The B&K Model 501A.
It's a lab -quality instrument that provides fast analysis of all

semiconductors including J-FET's, MOS-FET's, signal and power bipolar
transistors, SCR's, UJT's and diodes.

You can test transistors in circuit for GO/NO GO condition. Badly
distorted curves will indicate the stage where a defective transistor or
other faulty component exists.

The 501A is complete-with scope graticule and FP -3 probe
for fast, one -handed in -circuit testing. It generates true current and voltage
steps, with 3% accuracy, for measuring beta at all current levels.
And it has a sweep up to 100 volts and
100 milliamperes.

With the 501A, curves are
displayed on an auxiliary scope screen.
And you can hook it up to any scope-
old or new.

All three controls can be set in
quick -test positions to test and evaluate
90% of all solid-state devices without
manufacturer's data sheets.

The 501A won't burn out either
the semiconductors or itself.

With all these features, you'd
think the 501A was an expensive
curve tracer. But look at the price.

For complete technical
data, call your B&K distributor.
Or write Dynascan Corporation.

Very good equipment
at a very good price.

Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 60613

12995

... for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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EDITORIAL

A Bunch of Snobs

During my
travels as editor
of ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN/
DEALER, I have

had an oppor-
tunity to make
many new and
lasting friend-
ships. I have
found that
electronic tech-
nicians and service dealers are typically
a friendly group, always ready to share
their time and thoughts. Not once have
I had the misfortune of personally
encountering an electronic technician or
service dealer that did not have at
least a few likeable traits. Not one has
acted like a snob in my presence.

However, during a recent trip to
Indianapolis I had a lengthy visit with a
service dealer from some other part
of the country who complained to me
about some snobs that are present in
our industry. He spoke of the fact
that some service dealers feel that
they must act as though they are
superior to the electronic technicians
that they employ. They fear that given
any sign of respect, "their men," will
begin to attempt to run the store. They
therefore severely limit any personal
social contacts with their employees
and refuse to join any associations that
their employees might possibly join.

This service dealer complained that in
one part of the country the situation
became so bad that one evening when a
group of service dealers felt compelled
to attend a joint dinner with a group
of electronic technicians, they arranged
things so that the electronic technicians
sat on one side of the room and they
sat on the other side-at tables slightly
raised above the floor level. If I had the
misfortune of having to attend such a

function, you can be certain that I
would pull up my chair with the
employees.

The service dealers that treat their
employees with the least respect are
generally the ones most fearful of
unionization. Yet, it is their overreaction
that may eventually force their
employees to unionize.

Under some circumstances, I personally
favor unions. I have been a union
member and had hoped that the union
would be more successful in its attempts
to organize one company where I had
been previously employed. Why? Because
I felt that the job situation and
employer attitudes warranted it. How-
ever, I also feel that the circumstances
are different in the field of electronic
servicing. There salary and promotions
should be based entirely on one's
servicing skills-not merely the length
of time one has been able to stick
out the job. Our profession requires
too much use of the "independent spirit"
for unionization to be desirable or
practical-unless some snobs (due to
their lack of personal security) make
working conditions so bad that their
employees have no choice but to
unionize.

Our Duluth office has had a history of
informality. Here everyone-the runners,
clerks, computer programmers, editors,
publishers and even the president-
work together on a first -name basis. I

have become so accustomed to such
informality that I personally feel
uncomfortable anytime someone calls me
"Mr. Dahlen." It's "Phil" to everyone
(no one can pronounce my last name-
Dah-Lane-correctly anyway). But such
informality has not resulted in a loss
of personal respect.

A good example of a company that has
not needed unions is Eastman Kodak

Co., Rochester, N.Y. My grandmother and
her sister retired from there. I have
cousins working there now. Why no
union? Because the company demon-
strates an interest in its employees. It
sponsors employee photography clubs,
travel groups, has an employee
auditorium and recreational facilities.
Since no union could get them more,
they haven't unionized.

Service dealers that demonstrate a
personal interest in electronic techni-
cians, encourage and support their
membership in professional associations,
and pay them a just wage (and I don't
mean giving the shop away), have no
need to worry that their employees will
either form a union or turn a professional
association into a union. Such
enlightened service dealers will make
certain that unionization isn't worth the
effort-and all will benefit.

The service dealers that I know are not
a bunch of snobs. They, and the
professional electronic technicians that
they employ, are concerned with up-
grading our industry-not only becoming
better professionals themselves, but
helping the shop down the street do
the same. There is enough business in
electronic sales and servicing to keep
everyone gainfully employed. With the
use of proper professional skills, we
should be so busy ringing the cash
register that we haven't time to worry
about personal egos.
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This new dual FET portable multimeter has lab -grade
accuracy, high (10 megohm) impedance input, and
the ranges you really need...at a price you can easily
afford. 9 DCV and ACV ranges from 0.1 to 1000 V. at
-±-2% accuracy. 6 DC and AC current ranges from 10

ranges, xl 110 ohm
center) to xl Megohm. 9 dB ranges, -40 to + 62.
1% precision metal -film dividers. 41/2", 100 uA rug-
gedized taut -band meter, diode and fuse protected.
Battery check switch provided. Kit IM -104, less bat-
teries, 4 lbs.

NEW Heathkit 8 -Digit
120 MHz Counter
$349.95*

-.0146Ift,

Measures 1 Hz to over 120 MHz.
Overrange, gate, and two range
indicators. Preassembled TCXO time
base. 1 megohm FET input. Auto-
matic triggering level. Sensitivity
125 mV or less to 120 MHz. ECL
logic. Builds in 15 hours. Kit 113-

1102, 12 lbs.

Send for FREE Catalog

FreeU*-

co

4,*-4
Heathkit Catalog

-,45,
Build your own
test equipment and save!
Your free Heathkit catalog describes the entire Heathkit
test equipment line - meters, scopes, counters, generators, every-
thing you need to make your business easier, more profitable. Send for it.

NEW Heathkit 8 -Digit
Calculator - $129.95*
Feature for feature, the new Heathkit
Desktop Electronic Calculator is your
best buy. It adds, subtracts, multi-
plies, divides, in chain or mixed func-
tions, and includes use of a constant.
Floating or selectable decimal posi-
tion. Overflow and plus or minus
indicators. Overflow protection of 8 most significant figures. Clear display
key permits removal of last entry without losing problem. Bright, red, 1/2"
7 -segment display tubes. Dependable American LSI circuitry. Standard key-
board configuration. Operates on 120 or 240 VAC. Black & white cabinet,
31/2" x 6" x 101/4" d. Kit IC -2008, 11 lbs.

NEW Heathkit Solid -State FET VOM - $79.95*
--0

NEW Heathkit Digital
Multimeter
$229.95*

31/2 digits. 100 uV to 1000 VOC, 5
ranges; 100 uV to 500 VAC, 5
ranges; 10 current ranges, 100
nanoamps. to 2 amps, AC & DC; 6
resistance ranges, 0.1 ohm to 20
megs. 10 megohm or higher input.
Overload protected. Calibrator inc.
Kit IM -102, 9 lbs.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-6
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
0 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
0 Enclosed is $ , plus shipping.

Please send model (s)

HEATHKIT

Schiumberger

Name

Address

City State lip
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 11-269

. for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

Indianapolis Hosts
Association Activities

On April 21, 1972 the Indiana Electronic Service Assn.
was host to the NEA Quarterly Board of Directors Meeting,
followed the next two days by the state association's an-
nual convention.

Those arriving early on Thursday, April 20th, attended
an afternoon tour of the RCA Color Picture Tube Plant in
Marion, Indiana-bus transportation being provided by
RCA. For everyone, including your editor, the tour was an
extremely educational experience. Although we all had
some understanding of the basic design and function of
Color -TV picture tubes, we found that a great deal more
could be learned by observing these efficient, well -lighted
assembly lines.

Upon returning to the Ramada Inn where association
meetings were held, everyone present was invited to a large
RCA smorgasbord -style supper that could satisfy the hardi-
est appetite of any electronic technician or service dealer.

Later that night, while visiting in the hospitality center,
your editor was publicly challenged by a disgruntled cer-
tified electronic technician. Did the editor actually know
enough about electronics to be able to pass a CET exami-
nation? With the reputation Of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER at stake, the editor proceeded to take the examina-
tion-despite the late hour (nearly 11:00 p.m.), having
been up much of the previous night with a crying baby,
and not studying for the examination. With all of these
handicaps, the score wasn't great, but he did pass the
examination.

Although many topics were covered during the Friday
board meeting, the greatest attention was given to the con-
sideration of a new constitution, which will be presented to
the members of NEA at the joint convention in New Or-
leans in August.

That afternoon there was a very interesting tour of the
Howard W. Sams Co., where we were able to observe how
they tear down consumer electronic products, photograph
them, sketch the circuitry, draft schematics, and then finally
print the SAMS PHOTOFACT. This was followed by a very
enjoyable lunch in the company cafeteria.

At the evening banquet Morris L. Finneburgh, Sr.,
E.H.F., gave an impromptu speech. A surprisingly large
portion of his talk concerned ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER'S assistance in promoting Independent Service.

On Saturday there was an ISCET board meeting which
your editor attended, plus a business school that Mr. Finne-
burgh covered. Mr. Finneburgh reported that the material
-which was presented by Les Nesvik, and which will be
presented again at the joint convention-was of excep-
tional quality! A must for any service dealer!

Phillip Dahlen, your editor, was the Saturday evening
banquet speaker. Although much of his speech concerned
the future of electronic sales and servicing-covering ma-
terial similar to that in the May Editorial-an addendum
to the speech stressed the importance of uniform servicing
standards across the nation and the tremendous need for a
united professional service association that could under-
write its own insurance needs, correct the parts problem
and have considerable influence over the quality of elec-
tronic products placed on the market.

On Sunday the IESA had a breakfast, conducted its busi-
ness meetings, and concluded with a luncheon.



Phillip Dahlen, editor of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, speaking at
the Saturday evening banquet. Photo courtesy of Dick Gloss, CET.

PTS Electronics Expands
To Offer Tape Deck Service

PTS Electronics, Inc., has announced that in addition to
servicing TV tuners, their services have been expanded to
include the repair of all eight -track and cassette tape decks.
These units can reportedly now be repaired at any of their
branches within 24 hours for $9.95 plus parts and shipping
-all work being guaranteed for 90 days.

Second T Day
Scheduled for June 15th

With the first T day being such a great success, plans are
now underway for a second T day on June 15, 1972. Those
who have not yet taken the test should investigate now, be-
fore this second date also passes by.

This month we are printing Part IV in a series of ques-
tions and answers that are of the same type as those in the
section of the CET Exam entitled, "Transistors and Semi-
conductors."

Section IV
Transistors and Semiconductors

1. What do the initials MOSFET and IGFET mean?
2. Why must the MOSFET have special care in handling?
3. Gate current can turn (orr/oFF) an SCR.
4. What phase relationship exists between an input signal

and output signal of a common -base transistor amplifier?
5. A varactor diode is normally reverse biased. True or

False
Explanation

1. MOSFET are the initials for metal -oxide -semiconductor
field-effect transistor which is sometimes referred to as
an IGFET, insulated -gate field-effect transistor.

2. Since the dielectric in a MOSFET is very thin, electro-
static voltages can easily puncture it. Some of the newer
MOSFET's have built-in diode protection.

3. On. Once an SCR is turned ON or fired, the anode -
cathode current must be reduced to near zero in order
to switch the SCR OFF.

4. The common -base output voltage is in phase with the
input voltage.

5. True. A varactor diode depends on the depletion region
acting as a dielectric. Reverse bias is varied to vary the
width of the depletion region to vary the dielectric-
thus varying the effective capacitance.

New
fromGC
ELECTRONICS

i 4E,

SODER-WICK
De -solder any connecticn
in seconds!

Cat. No. 684 Size No. 4
Cat. No. 685 Size No. E

TUNER
BATH
Cleans,

degreases

tuners
in seconds.
Will not
harm plastics; won't detune.

Cat. No. 10-901

Easy new method of
removint transistors

from congested

circuit boards.
Cat. No. 9216

1.114
% 0 0

0 0
VARIETY -PACKS
Electronic hardware and
terminals. Handy package;
complete assortments;
popular items.

SILI-
SPRAY
High quality
silicone
lubricant
with exclusive 3 -way valve.

Cat. No. 10600

nigh quality
ihcone

hr tOgnwft S

ELECTRONICS

sz2g>

GC ELECTRONICS
Division of Hydrometals, Inc.

400 South Wyman Street
Rockford, Illinois 61101 U.S.A.
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LETTERS

umments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

CB Article Unethical
Referring to your editorial in the

December 1971 issue, you state that
you were shocked about a certain pub-
lication that told John Q. Consumer
how to replace his own color picture
tube. Well, I fully agree with you, it
was a stupid thing to do.

The reason I am writing to you is
to say that I feel you made a blunder
that in comparison is just as big, if
not bigger-publishing the article on
how to service CB radios in the Feb-
ruary 1972 issue.

I base my opinion on several fact-
ors, beginning with: Your article
states, in one sentence only, that you
must have a First or Second Class
FCC Commercial License in order to
adjust the transmitter-then tell, step
by step, how to adjust the transmitter.
No where in the instructions or article
did I find the reason why a First or
Second Class Commercial License is
required.

Nov RCA
Module Caddy is

a take -everywhere
repair shop.

Servicing most modular RCA
color TV chassis is a snap with
RCA's new Module Caddy. Its
sturdy, compact plastic carrying
case, packed with 11 modules
(one of each module used in
RCA XL -100 solid state color
sets), plus Home Service Hand-
book, lets you bring your shop
right to your customer's set. You
just find the defective module,
snap it out and snap in a re-
placement from the Module

Caddy. No wasted time and ef-
fort on reschedules and call-
backs. Makes servicing those
new color sets a snap. See your
RCA Parts and Accessories dis-
tributor, today. Or contact RCA
Parts and Accessories, Dept-
ford, N.J. And get your own
take -everywhere color TV repair
shop . . . RCA's new Module
Caddy is a "must" for every
professional TV mu,
technician.

The article doesn't mention the fact
that the radio must comply with very
rigid tolerances set forth in Volume
VI, Part 95, Subpart C of the FCC
Rules and Regulations (as an ex-
ample, the frequency is only allowed
to deviate approximately 1350Hz out
of 27,000,000Hz, a tolerance of only
0.005 percent or 0.00005).

The article doesn't mention the fact
that heavy fines can be incurred for
violation of FCC rules, and it doesn't
mention the fact that it takes fairly
elaborate equipment to insure compli-
ance with FCC rules.

Your publication is aimed primarily
at the TV shops, you can plainly see
that by the nature of the majority of
articles you print. And may I say that
it is a good publication for this pur-
pose. However, if a person is properly
qualified and licensed to service CB
sets, he certainly doesn't need this
article. He already has this informa-
tion. If he didn't, he wouldn't have a
license. If a person is not qualified
and licensed, then he has no business
with this information or working on
CB sets.

Speaking professionally as a First
Class FCC Commercially Licensed
technician who has specialized in CB
repair for approximately five years, I
can assure you that one of the major
problems that I meet in my work is
unqualified people butchering, and I
mean butchering, or badly misaligning
CB radios due to a lack of knowledge
or sophisticated test equipment or
both.

I close by saying, you've made my
job and that of other qualified, li-
censed CB technicians just so much
harder, and I personally feel that you
are assisting people in breaking FCC
rules by intriguing unlicensed person-
nel with articles of this nature.

ROBERT D. PARSONS

No Business Printing CB Article
I feel that you really goofed in the

February issue of ELECTRONIC TECH-
NICIAN/DEALER by printing the article
on servicing CB radio.

In the past you have taken a stand
against the newsstand electronic pub-
lications for furnishing the informa-
tion for home TV service to the gen-
eral public and encouraging such ac-
tion in spite of the hazards to life,
health and property involved. In your
article on CB service, you have done
a similar thing by showing thousands
of technicians how to service CB ra-
dios in spite of the fact that they may
not be legally qualified to perform
these services unless they hold a cur-
rent FCC Commercial First or Second
Class Radio Telephone license and
own FCC approved test equipment.

. for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
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In the February article by C. A.
Tuthill, you have a mild warning of
the FCC requirements, then you pro-
ceed to furnish rather complete ser-
vice information-including transmit-
ter alignment. The article was quite
well written and should provide all the
information necessary for many TV
service people to repair the HB 625
transceiver and other similar units-
and then promptly end up in a federal
penitentiary and/or pay a stiff fine if
they do not hold a current FCC li-
cense of the proper class, and the
FCC decides to make an example of
their case.

As a holder of a current FCC First
Class Radio Telephone License and
formerly working in the two-way ra-
dio field, I am quite aware of what
someone must do to service any two-
way radio. First, he must have a
proper license, which requires con-
siderable study and knowledge. Then
he must obtain the proper FCC ap-
proved frequency and modulation
meters, besides the normal electronic
repair instruments. The specialized
test equipment alone can cost several
thousands of dollars.

Presently, I am actively engaged in
CATV, MATV and TV -set sales and
service, but do not service CB radio
because I do not feel that I can handle
the volume of CB work necessary to
pay for the specialized equipment
needed for CB-on top of my other
work. If I cannot service equipment
properly and legally, I would rather
not risk the penalties that might be
involved.

I would strongly suggest that other
electronic technicians keep "hands
off" CB radio unless or until they are
properly licensed and equipped to do
this work legally. The FCC penalties
are too strict to ignore.

I would also feel a lot better about
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER if
you did not furnish the information
to electronic technicians to service
equipment that has special license re-
quirements for service. In spite of the
fact that most technicians are honest,
the sad fact is that some are not, and
there is a strong possibility that your
article may encourage more abuses in
an already very badly abused area.
Most reputable manufacturers will
furnish service information to quali-
fied service facilities. Perhaps in this
area it would be better not to publish
information that could be used il-
legally.

There are many other areas of in-
terest and profit making potential that
could be covered in future articles in
detail, without encouraging illegal ac-
tion. These include: CATV service,
MATV service, commercial sound,
background music, home and business

security systems, home and business
intercom systems, depthfinders, elec-
tronic music instruments, etc.

C. ROBERT PARSONS

Bob phoned us at his own expense
right after the February issue came
out; and although we did not com-
pletely agree with his position, we re-
quested that he send us this letter so
that other readers would become bet-
ter aware of the dangers of servicing
CB transceivers when not qualified.

We are in complete agreement with
Bob when he says that you must keep
a hands-off policy unless you are li-
censed and your shop is adequately
equipped. We were probably in error

in not stressing this point more in the
CB servicing article.

We still hold to our previously
stated position that no publication
(newsstand or otherwise) is respon-
sible if it encourages people off the
street, or even unqualified electronic
technicians, to attempt jobs that they
are not technically or legally qualified
to handle.

We have provided CB servicing ar-
ticles for two purposes. First to show
the unqualified electronic technicians
how easy CB servicing is-thus en-
couraging them to enter the field once
they have become licensed and obtain-
ed the proper instrumentation. Sec -

continued on page 66

As fast as you get 'em
we help you fix 'em
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Sound like the TV serviceman's dream? It is. RCA's Industry Compatible
Test Jig is a complete testing system that lets you service more than
90% of all color TV console chassis on the market-and updates you
as new ones come along.
Here's how: The RCA ICTJ system includes the test jig itself (in bench
or portable models), your choice of 102 adaptors and cables, plus a
handy cross-reference manual that specifies the right adaptors for
each set. But most important, as the new models need service, you'll
be kept up to date with new inserts for the manual and any necessary
new adaptors will be made available. So whatever's coming, you'll
be ready.
See your RCA Parts and Accessories distributor
today for full information. RCAParts and Accessories, Deptford. New Jersey 06096
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READERS' AID

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

For Sale

I have back issues of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN/ DEALER that I would like
to sell.

MRS. R. FLEISCHER
68-30 Fleet St.
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375

I have the following available for
sale: a marker adder, a crystal cali-
brated marker generator, a sweep
generator and a capacitor analyst. All
articles are in excellent condition.
Probes and manuals are included.

JEROME MEYER
221 N. First St.
Harbor Beach, Mich. 48441

I have 70 plug-in Crystals-mixed
lot, plus an assortment of tubes for
sale.

THOMAS E. DIXON
Box 454
Harvard, Nebr. 68944

CHEMYgERY
Or, do you know all our secrets?

The other day, we got quite a shock. And the discovery
we made could mean $100 or more a week in added
sales to every serviceman in the country

In taking one of our regular surveys, we discovered the
startling fact that most servicemen are unaware of the
broad variety of chemical tools available today. And
the profits they can build from the extra service calls
chemicals make possible.

Sure, you know about tuner degreasers and cleaner/
lubricants. And what you know has made Chemtronics
TUN -O -WASH and TUN -O -FOAM the world's best-selling
degreaser and cleaner/lubricant.

But if that's all you know about chemicals, you're
missing dozens of ways to save time, do a better job
and make more profits.

LAUGH AT THE WEATHER KLEER
SPRAY and NO -ARC will help.

GRIME GETTER Our TUN -0-
BRITE has a controlled polishing

since they re both excellent

action that powers stubborn
insulators and weather- proofers

dirt out of hard -to -reach
Besides flybacks. antenna ter 

contacts It's also good for Mom minds, splitters. feed-thru's and
TW the like. you can use them on

unfreezing telescopic antes- il. ignition wiring, exposed metals
nas. locks. motor shafts and

even wood,more btu
NEW LIFE FOR OLD RUBBER.*

WRENCH -IN -A -CAN PLUS-- i
. DUSTZAPPER. TRACK RECORDS.CHEM OILS penetrating lubn 4 STICKY STUFF AND SALES As youeating action does thousands

er
je

.

, --. ,,t can see, we have many more
of lobs. from freeing frozen yokes 11

lend -a -hand products To
to un -squeaking hinges restore idler wheels and belts

Many servicemen buy three -
one for shop, one. home. one It .:ciir, .--'--  performance of reel-to-reel,garage arir :-.-"-- cassette and 8 -track recorders

THE HOUR SAVER Take SUPER ....4.4-.3- 0 .

l,
Clean records Repair and

FROST AID. for example It helps ,

.17C  mend all kinds of materials
find intermittents in minutes

*0_,
1 i_i:,

11ii - iivioxik And even sell to customers
while you're in the shopinstead of hours But servicemen kl211,1

have also used it as a portable or On call.
\ ._---fr!. ,

small -fire extinguisher, blister- i
preventer (used on minor burns 1. For more information about our

immediately). heatsink before
.. ,

professional chemicals, and
ideas on how to make moneysoldering and even chewing

I . with them, see your localgum remover (cold makes gum
brittle) Chemtronics distributor Or

write to us for a catalog
PUSHBUTTON PEACE & QUIET ,,.,_. After all, isn't it worth 8c to tind out
One spray of SUPER TROL AID or more ways 52 79 can get you
CONTACT KLEEN quiets noisy 550 001
pots, switches and relays Some
servicemen make a lot of
money "curing" noisy transistor CHEIATRONICS
radios. balky dimmers. antenn,: INCORPORATEDrotors ever thermostats Not to
mention tape recorders. CB 1260 RALPH AVE . BROOKLYN. N V 11236
sets. marine radios Our business Is Improving yours.

I have 962 Sams Photofact sets that
I would like to sell (as a group only).
They date back to set No. 1. The last
400 sets have never been used. All sets
are in excellent condition. If anyone is
interested I would be glad to state
price, etc.

GEORGE F. POM IAN
1723 Catalpa Ln.
Mt. Prospect, Ill. 60056

1 am closing shop due to illness, and
am selling my Sams folders for $1.00
each. Send the list numbers needed.

DUTCHESS RADIO SERVICE
Box 105
Flushing, N.Y. 11355

Wanted
I would like an RCA WR 99A crys-

tal calibrated TV marker generator.
MICHAEL BRADY

R. A. V. Service
461 North Harper
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

I would like used Sams A. R. man-
uals to complete my set.

PAUL MER WILLIAMS
106 South Jefferson St.
Lewisburg, W. Va. 24901

Literature Requested
I would like some free literature on

Moss Electric and their address if pos-
sible. I sent a letter to their old ad-
dress in New York as advertised in the
older magazines, but it was returned.
I can't seem to find a new address for
this company. Can anyone help me?

ROBERT J. BROWN
Route 2, Box 186
Sparta, Wis. 54656

Schematics Available
Noting the upsurge in antique radio

and being antique enough to remem-
ber back when, we have schematics on
Atwater Kent from No. 10 to No. 85
-and in fact-almost all of a con-
temporary period. We also have a Ri-
ders No. 1, published in 1933, also
factory data. We have almost every
RCA from Model 16 dated 1928 to
Model 240, dated 1934. If any enter-
prising antique radio fan or society
will guarantee safeguards on return,
they can xerox the entire works for
free distribution as these are all copy-
righted and we do not know if these
rights have terminated by law; or else
we will sell the books outright-but
not in the nickel and dime bracket.
We are about to catch up on forty
years of missed fishing and sailing.

R. L. Ems
17 S. Walnut Street
Milford, De. 19963

... for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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"This pocket -sized masterpiece explains what
electronics is all about...a marvelous little
book..." Electronic Buyers' News

"For $2.95, it will take
a novice from basic
electricity through
MOS and linear ICs...
as good a basic book
as we've seen."
Electronics magazine

Understanding Solid -State Electronics is a self -
teaching text which begins at the beginning and
explains every new idea and technical subject in
terms you can understand.

This book was created for anyone who wants
or needs to understand solid-state electronics,
but can't devote years to the study.

Texas Instruments prepared the course for its
own non -engineering employees and customers -
and thousands have proven its effectiveness.

It's a practical course. Engineering concepts
are explained without using mathematics -just
a little simple arithmetic. Technical terms are
used, but each one is explained-in plain English.
12 lessons plus quizzes,
glossaries - 250 pages
The lessons cover: What Electricity Does in Every
Electrical System  Basic Circuit Functions  How
Circuits Make Decisions Relating Semicon-
ductors to Systems  Diodes: What They Do and
How They Work  Transistors: How They Work,
How They Are Made  Transistor Specifications
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 Thyristors  Optoelectronics  Introduction to
Integrated Circuits Digital Integrated Cir-
cuits  MOS and Linear Integrated Circuits.
Award -winning course
Tens of thousands of readers have followed the
serialization of this book in Electro-Procurement
magazine-for which it won the 1972 Jesse H.
Neal Editorial Achievement Award, the
"Pulitzer Prize" of the business press.

Send coupon today for your copy

r Texas Instruments Learning Center
I P.O. Box 3640 Dallas, Texas 75222

LEARninG
amen

Please send copies of Understanding Solid -
State Electronics. I have enclosed $2.95 for each
copy ordered (check or money order only). Total amount
enclosed is $

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY _STATE__

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

ZIP WJ

INCORPORATED
... for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

TV AND FM ANTENNA 701
Slips down and fastens

for easy traveling

The Speedi-Tron, a new TV and FM antenna
is designed for campers, trailers, motor

homes and boats. It slips down and fastens
for easy traveling in seconds, and anchors

safely for freeway speeds. There are no
gadgets or contraptions to tie down. The

antenna is for both B/w- and color -TV
reception -82 channel UHF/VHF/FM.
Specifications indicate that the antenna is

light, strong and safe, and that the complete
kit, including lead-in wire, retails for $10.00.

Antenna Corporation of America.

MARINE VHF RADIOTELEPHONE 700
Includes a 115v ac power supply

The Bimini VHF is a marine VHF
radiotelephone for use as a limited
coast station. This high -power (25w)
six -channel VHF unit is available for
ship -to -shore use for organizations
that qualify for limited coast stations
licenses. A 115v ac power supply has
been developed for use with the
radiotelephone. The combination
package sells for under $300.00.
Pearce -Simpson, div. of Gladding Corp.

FOR MORE

NEW PRODUCTS
SEE PAGE 61

AM/FM FUNCTION GENERATOR 702
Can sweep its sine, square and triangular wave outputs

The Model 748 Function Generator offers broadband AM, FM and phase
locking capabilities as well as a combination of these. It provides sine,
square, and triangular outputs that may be swept or FM'd, gated or phase
locked over a directly dial controllable frequency range from 1Hz to
2MHz. In addition, the sine -wave output may be amplitude modulated with
signals from dc to 2MHz. It has a front panel AM input; dc -offset output -
level controls; rear panel sync and tone burst inputs; low range, Low
FREQUENCY EXPAND switch; and constant -amplitude square and sine -wave
outputs. Output amplitude may be varied over a 60dB range without
affecting the percentage modulation. Carrier suppression as a DSB modulator
typically exceeds 46dB to 4MHz. Phase lock capability allows the
instrument to function as a synchronous detector that recovers the carrier
from the incoming signal by locking its internally generated sine wave to the
incoming carrier. Since two Model 748's may be easily synchronized 90°
out of phase, they form the basis for a low distortion, broadband, filterless
SSB generator. As an ordinary AM modulator, typical distortion for a
100% modulated 200kHz carrier is -52dB or less. As a programmable
sine -wave source, the linearity of the instrument is better than 1%. Price:
$515.00. Clarke -Hess Communication Research Corp.
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE yours for only
BOOKS ... with Trial
(Combined List Price $33.85) Club Membership

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members ... impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown (combined values up
to $33.85) for only 99e each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the membership ap-
plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

A completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

. mited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis ... to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Commercial FCC License Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

RCA Color TV Service Manual-Vol. 2
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Citizens Band Radio Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Use Color TV Test Instruments
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

FET Applications Handbook
List Price $14.95; Club Price $9.95

Fire & Theft Security Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price 53.95

Modern Radio Repair Techniques
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Beginner's Guide to Computer
Programming

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
199 Electronic Test & Alignment

Techniques
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Zenith Color TV Service Manual-Vol. 2
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Transistor Projects for Hobbyists
& Students

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Musical Instruments

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Electronic Designer's Handbook

List Price $9.95; Club Price $5.95
Dictionary of Electronics

List Price $6.95; Club Price $5.50
Computer Circuits & How They Work

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Japanese Color TV Service Manual

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Solid -State Circuit Design & Operation

List Price $9.95; Club Price $7.95
How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams

List Price $7.95; Club Price $3.95
Electronic Test & Measurement Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Computer Technician's Handbook

List Price $10.95; Club Price $7.95
125 One -Transistor Projects

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Servicing Modern Hi-Fi Stereo Systems

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95=

SENDNO MONEY! Simply -fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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Color TV Trouble Factbook Basic Electronics Problems Solved 199 TV Tough -Dog
Problems Solved

Here's a complete guide
to color TV troubles
and solutions, arranged
by make and model, a
low-cost, all -in -one ref-
erence handbook every
TV service technician
should own. The infor-
mation it contains may
easily save you hours
of time repairing a
"tough -dog" color TV.
Included are details
concerning repetitive
troubles, field -factory

changes, new and unusual circuits and de-
scriptions of how they work, special adjust-
ment procedures and other such pertinent ser-
vice information. The content is arranged by
brand names, covering every major make of
color TV receiver produced in the past several
years. Models and chassis covered are arranged
in alpha -numerical order. 176-pps. Hardbound.

List Price $6.95 Order No. 519

Philco Color TV Service Manual

PHILCO

COLOR TV SERVICE Y:.NuAL

111

. ....

An all -in -one service
guide for Philco color
sets, with 12 complete
schematic diagrams for
chassis 15M90/91 to
20QT88. Here in one
manual is complete
service data for all the
color models produced
by Philco and Philco
Ford (thru 1970), from
the all -tube to the lat-
est hybrid solid-state
chassis, including the
small -screen portable

Model T5062WA. The unique 36 -page foldout
section contains 12 complete schematic dia-
grams, representing all the chassis covered.
The profusely illustrated text delves into each
section (video, chroma, vertical, horizontal,
etc.), and points out specific problems based on
the author's extensive experience. Included
are complete alignment and setup instructions,
detailed in step-by-step form. 160 pps., plus
36 -page schematic foldout section. Long -life
vinyl cover.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 522

CB Radio Operator's Guide

ak 

CB RADIO

OCeralJrs Gale

Ran

An all -in -one handbook
on Citizens Band radio,
and how to make the
best use of available
equipment. Tells you
everything you must
know to get on the air,
with complete details
on what you can and
can't do right down to
the "nitty gritty" rules
and regulations I What's
more, you receive ex-
pert advice on the type
of equipment to buy.

and how to get the best performance out of
your "system." The information contained in
this book will save you time and money in
short order! With this one book, you can be-
come an expert on CB Radio, and how to use
the service most successfully. You'll learn
about antenna systems, including how they
are used in CB. 224 pps. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 499

SEM

Here are easy step-by-
step solutions to basic
electronics problems in
a convenient one -stop
source dealing with both
solid-state and tube -type
circuits. The content
not only presents a de-
tailed explanation of
each point, but also pro-
vides many actual ex-
amples on how to work
out problems. Then, to
firmly fix the informa-
tion in your mind,

there are numerous example problems for you
to solve; answers to these are included in one
Appendix, and worked out solutions in another.
Covers DC circuits, AC circuits, powers of ten,
semiconductors, power supplies, and receiver
circuits. A final chapter shows how to use a
slide rule to speed calculations. 192 pps., over
100 illus. Hardbound.

List Price 57.95 Order No. 530

101 TV Troubles: From Symptom
to Repair

101

TV gyps

BY Alit PA ASIGOLIS

An invaluable "cause
and cure" guide to the
practical, easy solution
for virtually any TV
trouble-color or B&W.
All you do is analyze
what you see and hear,
look up the symptoms
in the book, and follow
the clear and simple
steps to a speedy trou-
ble cure, To show how
and why certain trou-
bles occur in specific
types of circuits, sche-

matics and other illustrations are included for
every major manufacturer-Admiral to Zenith.
TV troubles are broken down into five basic
categories: Brightness, Contrast, Sweep, Color,
and Sound. Each category lists specific trou-
bles relating to that symptom. For example,
under "Contrast" are 22 causes of actual pic-
ture problems. With the categorized trouble
list and index, you can quickly and easily
find the exact symptom-and the trouble cure
-for virtually any TV circuit defect you
might encounter. 224 pps. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95 Order No, 507

How To Fix Transistor Radios &
Printed Circuits

in IP IR

TRANSISTOR

RADIOS &

Prioled

Circolls
MVO Z81E11141

If Ellen WI

Here it is! Just off the
press-a completely up-
dated, revised edition of
Leonard Lane's best-
selling classic on tran-
sistor radio repair. In
addition to extensive
enrichment of the first
edition, the author
brings FETs, zener di-
odes, FM radios - in
fact, everything related
to the current state of
the art-into the pic-
ture. Here's the perfect

reference and guide for electronic technicians
who need to understand and repair semicon-
ductor circuits efficiently. For those interested
in transistor physics, fundamentals are em-
phasized in the first two chapters. The real
"meat" begins in Chapter 3 which will thor-
oughly familiarize you with amplifier funda-
mentals, basic circuit configurations, biasing.
FETs, JFETs and IGFETs. The next two
chapters will acquaint you with RF and IF
amplifiers. 256 pps., over 150 illus., 12 Chapters.

List Price $7.95 Order No, 504

Here is a master collec-
tion of actual case -his-
tory solutions-answers
to the most challenging
tough -dog TV problems
on both color and B &
W sets-covering all
popular makes from
Admiral to Zenith. This
new book is organized
so that you can quickly
find the solution to
particular problems -
toughies that required
the best efforts of top

technicians to solve. To enable you to find in-
formation relative to a particular problem in
a specific set, a cross-reference of troubles by
brand name and chassis is included. The con-
tent is organized into trouble symptom sections.
Several different circuits are included; thus.
the information provided will apply to similar
circuits in other models. 256 pps., 199 illus.
Hardbound.

199 TV TDUGH
DOG
PRO3LEMS
SOWED

List Price 57.95 Order No. 559

TV, Radio, Hi-Fi Hints & Kinks

If you want to get the
best performance out of
consumer electronics
equipment, you'll find
this to be the most in-
formative and useful
handbook ever pub-
lished. Over 150 ideas
suggest ways to custo-
mize and add accessor-
ies to any equipment
setup-how to connect
single and multiple ac-
cessory speakers, how to
add remote controls I.,

TV's, radios, hi-fi systems, how to connect
microphones, etc. Also includes many tips on
hi-fi equipment, CB and 2 -way radio equip-
ment, antenna systems, remote monitoring
techniques, intercoms, a wireless baby sitter,
telephone amplifier, moisture, fire and other
alarm accessories for any existing amplifier.
2..56 pp,. over 150 illustrations. Hardbound.

TV -Radio & Hi-Fi
HINTS &
KINKS

List Price $7.95 Order No. 561

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Fourth Edition -
A brand-new, enlarged
edition of the ever pop-
ular circuit designer's
"cookbook," now con-
taining over 600 proven
circuits, for all types of
functions, selected from
thousands on the bask
of originality and prac-
tical application. Now
you can have, at your
fingertips, this careful-
ly -planned reference
source of tried and

tested circuits. Selected from thousands sub-
mitted by distinguished engineers, these
"thought -starters" are a collection of original
circuits selected on the basis of their useful-
ness. This detailed compilation of practical de-
sign data is the answer to the need for an or-
ganized gathering of proved circuits . . . both
basic and advanced designs that can easily
serve as stepping stones to almost any kind
of circuit you might want to build, 384 pps.,
19 big sections, over 600 illus., 81/4" x 11".

List Price $17.95 Order No, T-101

AIM EXTRAORDINARY :01Jd=11-;  
.. for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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Fast heat-up. The Weller" Automatic
Glue Gun heats up nearly three times faster than
the other gun. And an indicator/work light tells
when it's ready. Your customers get hot glue
instead of getting hot under the collar.

FaStoocclUffig. Our Gun is slim, well-balanced
and g -looking. There's no awkward trigger to
squeeze because glue feeds automatically. There's
no mess because our tip is dripless. And in recent
tests, we found that Weller glue sticks bond better
than any other glue sticks around.

Fast selling. Dealers everywhere are
discovering that our glue gun really moves. It's
easy to promote because our 50/50 Co-op program
supplies you with everything you need. And with
Weller, you sell a kit, not just a gun. A complete kit
( gun, glue, caulk, instruction book, stand and
carrying case) that won an award for excellence
in package design.

Quick! Join the Group.
The Cooper Group is Crescent, Lufkin
and Weller. Top -name, top -profit products
that are backed by strong consumer
advertising and publicity campaigns, our
Certified Dealer Program and modern
merchandising techniques.
If you're looking for the fastest profits in

town, contact your distributor, or
The Cooper Group, P.O. Box 728,
Apex, No. Carolina 27502.

41
COOPER
INDUSTRIES

The
3_O secs-,

Weller
Automatic
Glue Gun Kit

The Cooper Group
CRESCENT LUFKIN WELLER

... for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT

Philco-Ford's Model C4870AWA
Color -TV Set

Now two tiny integrated circuits mounted

in their own individual plug-in sockets make up most

of the chroma and sound circuits

 Many television dealers are re-
porting that portable color -TV sets
are becoming a major part of their
sales volume. And Philco-Ford has
strengthened its selection of portable
screen sizes by adding a 19 -in.
(measured diagonally) color -TV
set. Each year we find more and
more automatic electronic circuits
added for a more precisely tuned
picture, and which help do away
with tuning confusion. "Philcomatic"
is Philco-Ford's trade name for the
new simplified color tuning in the
Model C4870AWA portable color -
TV set described this month. It em-
ploys the 22LT45 chassis, which in
many respects is similar to the
20QT76 chassis with a number of
new circuits -21 circuits providing
automatic functions.

As we unpacked the TV set,
which included a deluxe rollabout
stand, we noted that the cabinet did
not have a single exposed control on
the front panel. The UHF, VHF
channel selectors, VOLUME, TINT
and COLOR controls, plus the push-
button ACT and ON/OFF switch,
are hidden behind a panel door
which blends in with the cabinet.
The VERTICAL, CONTRAST and
BRIGHTNESS controls are located on
the top rear edge of the cabinet
within easy reach. An external
speaker jack is mounted on the front
of the cabinet next to the front -
mounted 5 -in. oval speaker.

If servicing is required, just re -

by Joseph Zauhar

move five screws and slide the cab-
inet cover off. The chassis is then
exposed, including the underside of
the circuit boards for easy compo-
nent removal. We also noted that
the convergence board is placed
around the neck of the picture tube.
This feature conserves cabinet space
and requires only a short wire har-
ness which is connected to the con-
vergence board with an edge con-

nector socket. The convergence
assembly also includes the lateral
magnet and purity assembly.

The 22LT45 is a transformer
powered, hybrid color -TV chassis
employing 15 transistors, 3 integra-
ted circuits and 7 tubes, excluding
the 19VATP22 picture tube. The
deflection panel employs a 6JZ8
vertical oscillator/output tube and a
type 6BL8 horizontal reactance/

Philco-Ford's Model C4870AWA 19 -in. (diagonally measured) portable color -TV set includes a de-

luxe rollabout stand.
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oscillator tube. The horizontal cir-
cuit employs a 6JS6A horizontal
output tube, 6CG3 damper tube,
and a 3DC3 high -voltage rectifier
tube. A 12GN7 video output tube
and a 6ML8 color difference ampli-
fier tube are employed on the chro-
ma and sound panel.

After we turned the TV set ON,
a red indicator light on the control
panel caught our eye. According to
the manufacturer, this indicator,
part of the "Philcomatic" system,
glows when a color program is being
received. This color indicator can

The front panel customer controls include a

"Color Lite" indicator. When the control panel
door is closed, all controls are hidden.

also be used as a tuning aid for the
customers. As we misadjusted the
FINE TUNING control, the indicator
light went out. This light is used in
conjunction with the Auto -Lock
Channel Tuning (ACT), which fine
tunes the picture. When the light is
ori, we are receiving color and the
picture is properly tuned. This fea-
ture can also be used as a service
aid in isolating chroma troubles
ahead or behind the color IC.

The rear cover has been removed and the TV
set tipped on its side for the easy removal of
components.

Rear view of the compact 22LT45 color -TV chassis showing the service adjustment controls.

As we review some of the new
circuits, they can be followed in the
February Tekfax schematic, No.
1401. To make servicing of this
chassis even easier, not only the
waveforms and voltages are shown
on the schematic and service infor-
mation, but the resistance measure-
ments for the pins of the transistors
and tubes are also given with signal
applied and without signal.

Color Light Indicator Circuit
The color light circuit (Fig. 1) is

quite simple and consists of a tran-
sistor (Q97) and a few resistors.
This circuit operates in the follow-
ing manner: When chroma sideband
information is present, the second
chroma stage, transistor 094, draws
enough current to drop the voltage
at the junction of resistors R128 and
R129. This negative -going voltage
is applied to the base of a PNP tran-
sistor, Q97, forward biasing it into
heavy conduction. As a result,
heavy current flows from ground
through the Philcomatic Lite, resis-
tor R116A, transistor Q97 and re-
sistor R114A to the 20v supply.
This current causes the light to glow,
and it will continue to glow as long
as color information is present.

Video IF and Detector Circuits
This chassis employs a transis-

torized three -stage video IF ampli-
fier with maximum trapping used in
these circuits. The trapping includes
a 47.25MHz trap at the first IF in-
put. There are three stages using
the 41.25 trap, two stages as part of
the first and second video IF coils,
plus the third video IF stage which
provides improvement in 4.5MHz
and 920kHz rejection. A 39.75MHz
trap is also employed in series with
the output of the second detector
diode. The SOUND REJECT control is
no longer used, but the 4.5MHz
trap remains unchanged.

This chassis contains a completely
new chroma and sound circuit panel.
Two new 14 -lead IC "H" chips
mounted in individual plug-in sock-
ets are used to simplify servicing of
this chassis. One IC is used as a
4.5MHz amplifier/sound demodu-
lator and the other is used as the
3.58MHz oscillator/reactance/and
demodulator. Another feature,
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which makes this board different
from previous ones, is the quad coil
sound system used-instead of ra-
tio -detector -type circuit.

The color IC has condensed the
color circuits by eliminating three of
the eight transistors previously em-
ployed, plus the individual 3.58MHz
color oscillator IC. The three tran-
sistors that have been eliminated
are normally for the X demodula-
tor, Z demodulator and buffer.

3.58MHz Oscillator, Reactance
and Demodulator Circuits

The basic circuit layout used in
the color APC loop (Fig. 2) is the
same as that used in the 22QT79/80
chassis. The new color 1C (IC92) is
shown divided into three distinct
sections, the 3.58MHz chroma ref-
erence oscillator with buffering, a
reactance element for reference os-
cillator control, and X and Z chro-
ma demodulators.

The chroma signals are applied
to the burst amplifier transistor,
Q93, where burst separation is ac-
complished. This burst signal is then
coupled to the color -killer and color -
phase detectors. Two buffered out-
puts from the 3.58MHz reference
oscillator, which is part of the IC,
constitute the second signals applied
to the detectors. These 3.58MHz
reference signals are applied
through Pins 4 and 5 of the IC.
There is 0° and 180° phasing be-
tween the burst and reference os-
cillator to the color killer detector,
and 90° and 270° phasing to the
color phase detector. Correction
voltage from the balanced color
phase detector is applied to the
varactor in the IC through Pin 2.

This correction voltage controls
the frequency and phase of the ref-
erence oscillator in step with the
burst signal. The killer phase detec-
tor output is a positive going dc
voltage, which is proportional to the
burst amplitude and is applied to
the base of the color killer transis-
tor, Q92, for ACC and color -killer
functions. Chroma side band infor-
mation is applied through Pin 7 to
the chroma demodulators in IC92.
The tint control circuit-consisting
of a potentiometer, VR201, in series
with a 150pf capacitor and a 12ph
coil-is placed between Pin 7 and

ground. Moving the potentiometer
arm changes the phase of the chro-
ma sidebands, altering the phase
angle of demodulation or correcting
color -hue errors. Diodes D96 and

The convergence board includes tae lateral
magnet and purity assembly placed around the
neck of the picture tube to conserie cabinet
space.

D97 are limiting diodes. One con-
ducts on the positive half cycle of
the chroma sidebands as soon as the
junction barrier potential of about
.65v is overcome, while the other
conducts on the negative half cycle
after the signal overcomes the diode
junction barrier.

The B -Y and R -Y color differ-
ence signals, removed from the IC
at Pins 9 and 10 respectively, are
then applied to the color -difference
amplifiers, just as in other chassis
such as the 22QT79/80.

IC Color Circuits
When troubleshooting the color

circuits, it may prove helpful to
know how these circuits function
within and around the IC. Then
direct substitution is simplified by
employing a plug-in socket on the

PHILCO
MATIC LITE

NN

M106

R128
1K

094
T V36

2ND CHROMA
AMP

R116A
390

R129A
100

097
HR71

PHILC3 MATIC
LITE AMP

C127
20

05

R129
1K

R114A
15

C128
.01

 +20V

L96

2

CHROMA
OUT

Fig. 1-The Color Lite circuit consists of a transistor and a few resistors. Courtesy of Philco-Ford
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To COLOR KILLEF., 092
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D97
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25K 12111-1

T 095
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-
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101 R -Yfr" AMP
CHROMA G -Y
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1 91 B -Y
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Fig. 2-Block diagram of the basic circuit layout used in the color APC loop. Courtesy of Philco
Ford.
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Fig. 4-Simplified schematic of chroma integrated circuit 1C92 and associated circuits. Courtesy
of Philco-Ford.
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Fig. 3-Schematic of the oscillator/reactance/demodulator, chrome integrated circuit (IC92).
Courtesy of Philto-Ford.
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chassis for the color IC.
The small color IC chip (1C92-

Fig. 3) contains 26 transistors, 4
diodes, 1 varactor and their associ-
ated circuitry. A temperature com-
pensated differential amplifier con-
taining three transistors and two
diodes make up the color oscillator
circuit included in the chip.

Within this oscillator circuit there
are four oscillator buffering tran-
sistors. One pair of buffer transistors,
Q6 and 07, are used to drive the
phase detector circuitry. In Fig. 4 we
see that the phase angle of this sig-
nal is controlled by a 47pf capacitor
(C132), a 120µh coil (L97) and a
8.2K resistor (R131) connected to
Pin 4 of the IC. The adjustable
3.58MHz tank coil and associated
capacitors are connected between
Pins 1 and 14 of the IC.

A second pair of buffer transis-
tors (Fig. 3-08 and Q9) buffer
the oscillator to drive the color-kill-
cr reference detector. The signal
phase is controlled by coil (L96A)
associated with the color -killer out-
put/ACC-Pin 5 of the IC.

Transistors Q10, Q11 and Q12
provide additional reference signal

1111111r1.71"11
Focus voltage for the picture tube is obtained

Fig. 5-The 4.5MHz sound amplifier and demodulator integrated circuit, IC91, and associated from the focus bleeder resistor network mount -
circuits. Courtesy of Philco-Ford. ed on the side of the high voltagecage.
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buffering. Their output is applied
directly to the X demodulator
through transistor 013, and shifted
in phase by an RLC network con-
sisting of R146, L99 and C143
connected between Pins 12 and 13
of the IC. This network sets the de-
modulator angle between the X and
Z demodulator and is applied to the
Z demodulator through transistor
021.

Reactance control is maintained
by varactor VR1. This reactance
control is similar to the varactor
control operation used in the
20KT40 chassis.

The X and Z demodulator portion
of the IC is composed of 18 tran-
sistors. The color reference oscilla-
tor signal is injected into the bases
of the X and Z input transistors, and
the chroma information into the
bases of another two pairs of tran-
sistors (the current sources) Q18
and Q19, plus Q26 and 027. The
X and Z demodulated signals are
fed to emitter -follower transistors
Q30 and Q29 respectively. The X
and Z demodulator outputs (Pins 9
and 10 of the IC) produce color
drive signals which are matrixed in
the 6ML8 external color difference
amplifier tube, V91.

4.5MHz Amplifier and Sound
Demodulator Circuits

A new sound IC (IC91) is used
in this chassis. It functions as the
limiting IF amplifier, the quadrature
detector and the audio preamplifier
and driver sections. This IC con-
tains 22 transistors, 7 diodes, a ze-
ner diode and 21 diffused resistors.
This 14 lead dual -in -line plastic
package is plug-in mounted on the
chroma panel.

Conventional type circuits are
employed for sound take -off from
the IF and detector panel, Fig. 5.
The sound take -off diode detector
(D1) develops the 4.5MHz sound
IF signal by mixing the video and
sound carrier signals, and then ap-
plying them to the sound take -off
transformer (L93). This transform-
er couples the sound IF to IC Pin 4,
which is the limiting IF amplifier
section of the IC. Other circuits ex-
ternal to the sound IC-but associ-
ated with the 4.5MHz amplifier, de-
modulator and audio output ampli-
fier-include the following: A quad -

A top view of the transformer -powered hybrid 22LT45 color -TV chassis,
sistors, 3 integrated circuits and 1 tubes-excluding the 3icture tube.

-ft

which employs 15 trail-

IC91 SOUND INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

1C92 COLOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
The chassis employs a completely new chroma and sound panel with two IC's mounted in plug-in

sockets. One is used as a 4.5MHz amplifier/sound demodulator and the other is used as a chroma
3.58MHz oscillator/reactance/demodulator.

rature coil and tuned circuit con-
nected between Pins 11 and 13, the
volume control circuitry connected
to Pins 2 and 9; and the audio out-
put connected to Pin 10 of the IC.
Bypass capacitors, used for decou-
pling, are connected to Pins 1, 5, 6

and 11. The 20v power source is ap-
plied to Pin 14, and the ground is
connected to Pin 7.

The limiting IF amplifier, which is
contained in the IC, consists of three
differential pairs of transistors and

continued on page 66
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Which Tape System?
When your customers are thinking of buying a tape

music system, they may choose among three

incompatible tape formats-open reel, cartridge

and cassette

 Five years ago, less than four
percent of all recorded music sold in
the United States was on tape; the
balance, of course, was on records.
In 1971, tape's share was a hefty
33 percent and further gains are ex-
pected this year, according to Am-
pex Corp., a leading producer of
tape and recording equipment.

The principal reason for this
boom is the emergence of conve-
nient and compact cartridge and
cassette tape recorders,
some circles the popularity of the
open reel tape format is still in-
creasing. The following comments
are designed to help you more in-
telligently assist your customers as
they decide to select one of these
three systems to fit their particular
needs.

Open Reel

The oldest form of tape music is
open reel, or reel-to-reel, which was
the only available format until the
mid -1960's when cartridge systems
began to appear. It appealed to crit-
ical listeners because of its high
quality sound reproduction. How-
ever, because of the relative com-
plexity of threading tape on reels
and the smaller supply of recorded
music available on tape reels, the
open reel recorder has not achieved
mass acceptance for music play-
back. It remains a favorite tool of
the serious music lover, high-fidelity
enthusiast or recording hobbyist.

Most of the open reel recorders
sold today are called "decks," i.e.,
recording and playing mechanisms
without amplifiers and speakers.

Decks may be joined with high-
fidelity systems or components.
Good to excellent quality decks
range in price from $200 to $700.
Complete systems, including a tape
deck, receiver ( amplifier/tuner
combination) and speakers may
range from $600 to several thou-
sand dollars, depending on how de-
manding your customer is.

An open reel deck combined with
the other system elements is in
many respects the finest home music
source there is. For long selections
like operas, the long playing time
of open reel tapes is a distinct ad-
vantage. The sound quality of a re-
corded tape is generally the equal
of the finest discs when played on
equipment of comparable quality;
while after a number of playings,
tape may be noticeably better, be-
cause of record wear.

If used solely for playing back
professional recordings, the open
reel deck has some disadvantages
compared with the record player. A
good quality recorder deck costs
more than a good quality record
changer. Tape threading still seems
difficult to many people compared
with starting a record. With tape, it
is less convenient to play a specific
part of an album since the tape
must be advanced or rewound to a
desired selection with the aid of a
tape footage counter. With a phono-
graph, of course, the stylus is
simply picked up and placed on the
desired spot.

Open reel recordings are much
less readily available than records.
In fact, as retailers stock increasing

) OPEN REEL

G1RTRIDGE

G1SETTE0'0
numbers of cartridge and cassette
recordings, inventories of open reel
selections have actually declined.

Eight -Track Cartridge

More recorded tape music is sold
in the eight -track cartridge format
than any other. The eight -track car-
tridge-a plastic box about the size
of a paperback book containing an
endless loop of tape-should not be
confused with the four -track car-
tridge, an earlier format which has
largely disappeared from the mar-
ket.

Since introduced by Lear Jet in
the mid -1960's, eight -track car-
tridge sales have grown phenome-
nally. Primarily for use in auto stereo
systems, the cartridge has recently
made headway in the home market.
In 1971, more than half the eight-
track units sold were auto systems.

A major advantage of the eight -
track cartridge format is operating
convenience. The cartridge is mere-
ly inserted in the player and begins
to play. It plays a complete album
over and over again with only brief
interruptions while it switches auto-
matically from one pair of tracks to
the next. Three such interruptions
occur on each album -length tape.
Another advantage is cost. Eight -
track auto systems range from $50
to $100. Home decks start at $100.
Quality systems range from $150 to
$300.

There are disadvantages to the
cartridge format. Sound reproduc-
tion cannot approach that of open
reel or good quality phonographs,
although the highest sound quality
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is not to be expected in moderately
priced units and automobile players.
Because the endless loop design in-
volves constant tape -against -tape
movement, eight -track tapes are
lubricated to assure continued
smooth operation. After many play-
ings, however, the lubrication may
begin to wear, and occasionally the
tape will jam within the cartridge.

Another disadvantage is the lack
of a rapid rewind capability com-
mon with open reel and cassette
decks. Rewinding permits you to re-
peat a specific selection or return to
a certain position on the tape for re-
cording. Most eight -track units of-
fer a push-button advance which
permits movement from one pair of
tracks to the next and fast forward
capability. But the absence of re-
wind capability makes it more
awkward to produce recordings or
locate individual selections with
cartridge equipment than with the
other formats.

Cassette
Cassette tape recorders, devel-

oped by Philips of Holland, were
first available in monaural battery -
operated portable models for voice
recording. Stereo units for home re-
cording and music playback were
introduced in 1966. Ampex was the
first U.S. company to offer stereo
cassette systems in 1967. Cassette
auto stereo systems have been avail-
able for several years as add-on ac-
cessories. Manual cassette recorders
have all but replaced open -reel re-
corders in the under $100 range,
and stereo cassette systems are
achieving widespread acceptance in
the home. Cassette auto systems
have made only modest inroads in
the auto stereo market, where the
eight -track cartridge remains domi-
nant.

Cassettes, like cartridges, are no
match for open reel tape or phono-
graphs in terms of sound reproduc-
tion quality. There is little measure -
able difference in sound quality
between the cassette and cartridge,
but new developments in tape and
equipment can significantly enhance
the quality of cassette sound for an
additional cost.

One new development is the Dol-
by noise suppression system, which
modifies the record and playback

As you know, recorded music is available in three major tape formats: open reel, eight -track car-
tridge and cassette. Open reel (left) is the familiar reel of tape and is the choice for high-fidelity
and classical music because of its 'Ugh quality and long playing time. Eight -track cartridge (center)
contains a single endless loop of tape in a plastic case z nd is most commonly used in automobile
players. The cassette (right) holds two tiny reels of tape in a plastic case and is one-fourth the

size of the cartridge. According to Ampex, it is the most convenient format because of its size,

ease of operation and portability.

signal electronically to significantly
reduce the amount of hiss or noise
heard when playing the tape. The
Dolby technique is one of three or
four noise suppression systems, but
by far the most widely accepted.
Dolby systems are incorporated in
some higher priced recorder/players
and may be purchased as accesso-
ries for existing units.

Other improvements, involving
the tape itself, have been developed
for those who enjoy recording on
their cassette systems-extended
frequency tapes and chromium di-
oxide tapes, available at extra cost,
are specially formulated to permit
faithful reproduction of the full
range of sound.

Compactness, versatility and econ-
omy are important virtues of the
stereo cassette system. The cassette
itself is about one-fourth the size of
a cartridge, and the recorder or
player also can be more compact. A
cassette consists of two tiny reels of
tape encased in a plastic box instead
of the endless loop of tape in a car-
tridge. Cassette tape does not have
to be lubricated. Like open reel, but
unlike cartridges, cassette tapes can

be reversed at high speed to locate
individual selections.

Automobile cassette stereo sys-
tems are making some headway in
competition with the eight -track car-
tridge because of smaller size. A
glove compartment will hold three
to four times as many cassettes as
cartridges. Newer cassette auto
stereo systems have an automatic re-
verse system so that both sides of an
album may be played without hand-
ling, and the cassette can be cued to
repeat itself.

Stereo cassette equipment ranges
in price from $100 for a simple
"deck" to $500 for a top of the line
system. Auto players sell from $60
to $130.

Four -Channel Sound

An exciting new development in
recorded music is four -channel or
quadraphonic sound, which broad-
ens the musical experience by break-
ing the performance into four parts
rather than the two used in stereo.
In the best of cases, listening to
quadraphonic recordings is like be-
ing surrounded by an orchestra. So

continued on page 68
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Temporary Fixes
for Etched

Circuit Modules

Many of the newer solid-state circuit modules use very
critical values to achieve correct operation. The
trend is toward using a complete replacement unit or
subassembly whenever a value becomes so far off as to
prevent the correct operation of the whole module. But
sometimes such a module may not be readily enough available
to get the consumer electronic product back into service
when wanted.

by Norman Crowhurst

 When replacement modules are not readily avail-
able, it may be desirable to use some sort of "make-
shift" technique to repair the original defective module.
Although in most instances these modules become de-
fective because of a faulty semiconductor, or maybe
even a faulty capacitor, there are cases when the trouble
results from a slight change in resistor values as a re-
sult of heat. This article is primarily concerned with this
latter component.

Voltage -divider circuits are probably the most critical
when it comes to resistance changes, since they can yield
a voltage sufficiently different from the design value,
thus preventing proper circuit operation. Suppose, for
example, that two resistors across a 15v supply (Fig. 1)
have nominal values of 24011 and 465011 (each with a
1 percent tolerance). This means that in the absence of
any current drawn from the voltage -divider junction, the
voltage at this junction should be: 15v X 24011/ (24011
+ 465052) = 15v x 24011/489011 -.-_-. 0.7362v or 0.74v.

By substituting resistance values, we can see that the
greatest junction voltage will occur when the value of
the 24011 resistor is up 1 percent while the value of the
465011 resistor is down 1 percent-the resulting junc-
tion voltage being 0.7503v or 0.75v. Similar calcula-
tions indicate that the smallest junction voltage will oc-
cur when the value of the 24011 resistor is down 1 per-
cent while the value of the 465011 resistor is up 1 per-
cent-the resulting junction voltage being 0.7223v
or 0.72v. This means that under the first condition we
would have a voltage error that is +1.92 percent or
+2.0 percent; and under the second condition we would
have a voltage error that is -1.89 percent or -2.0
percent. Thus, in this example, the percentage of voltage
error is double the percentage of component value error.

Now suppose that during normal operation a current
of up to 100tta is drawn from this voltage-divider junc-
tion. This current source resistance is the combined
parallel resistance of 24011 and 465011, which is about
23052 (± 1 percent). So with this load current the volt-
age at the voltage -divider junction will drop 23mv or
0.023v. And thus the voltage with this load current will
drop from 0.736v to 0.714v-and may vary from
0.698v to 0.728v within tolerance variation.

[I must admit that I was personally disturbed by the
information in this preceding paragraph and wrote Nor-
man the following concerning the matter: Assuming that
the B+ and B- supplies are both ac coupled to ground,
then your statement concerning the parallel effect of the

24011 and 465011 resistors would be correct-but only
for ac signals. Unfortunately, this portion of the article
refers to dc biasing, and the entire base current of a
transistor must flow through the 465051 resistor. On
that basis, the resulting voltage is 0.3v, rather than the
0.714v stated in your article.

Norman responded immediately and advised me that
I was actually the one in error. Still puzzled, I went into
our lab to see who was actually correct, connecting two
resistors and a potentiometer as shown in the diagram

Component arrangement for demonstating the parallel load theory
presented by the author. The same effect would have been observed
if a larger maximum -value potentiometer was instead placed in paral-
lel with the larger value resistor.

above. Without the potentiometer a voltage drop of
0.721v was measured across the smaller resistor.
With the potentiometer adjusted so that the multimeter
measured a 100pa current, this voltage was reduced to
0.698v-the 0.023v change noted by the author. It is
amazing how easily one can forget some of the basic
dc theory concerning merely a voltage source and some
resistors! Ed.]

So much for calculating what voltages should be under
normal operation. Most schematics will give at least
some indication of what the voltage ought to be. In
some circuit you may note that the voltage, which its
schematic indicates should change between 0.71v and
0.74v, shows an actual change between 0.60v and 0.63v
-way too low.

You may then suspect that one of the resistors has
changed value, and upon checking find that the one
rated as 465011 is in fact 470011, while the one rated
as 24011 is in fact 20451.

The larger one is just at its 1 percent tolerance limit,
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but the one with the 24011 value has gone low by 3652, a
15 percent change. This error is great enough to eas-
ily designate the 1 percent resistor faulty. The best
thing would be to replace the whole unit containing
this part. But if it is not immediately available, you may
want to effect a temporary remedy.

Arithmetically, the obvious solution would be to in-
sert a 3611 resistor in series with the 20411 resistor, so
that the total value in this portion of the circuit is what
it is supposed to be. But this may not be practical. In-
serting a resistor in series means that one end of the
original resistor must be removed from the circuit board
and another inserted in series with it (Fig. 2). The as-
sembly layout may not physically provide room to get
these components into the space available.

A change probably involving less space would be to
parallel the 465011 resistor with a value that will bring
the voltage back to what it should be (Fig. 3). How-
ever, calculating the value required to do this is not
quite so simple. But there are several ways to go.

Possibly the most foolproof technique involves the
use of voltage and current calculations. Assume you
decide to make the open -circuit voltage correct at 0.74v.
With the 2041/ actual resistance, the current passed

0.74v
will be: =

0.204K
3.63ma. The pair of resistors in

parallel-across 15v - 0.74v = 14.26v-must pass the
same 3.63ma, requiring that the parallel combination

14.26v
have a value of =

3.63ma
3.930K.

Applying the parallel resistance formula to obtain the
desired total value, when one resistor is measured at

470011, requires a value of 393011 x
47001/

(470011 - 393011)

= 393011 x
470052-

28,00011. If you select a 27K
770D,

resistor that is a little high in its tolerance, it should do
the trick.

That is one possibility. On occasions a resistor will go
high in value, but more often, with composition or film -
type resistors, they will go low --due to absorption of
humidity while their temperature is elevated, which
may be caused by either internal or external heat gen-
eration.

Suppose now that the 465011 resistor is the one that
has gone low in value, to about 420011-resulting in a
voltage drop of 0.81v without the 100pa load and 0.79v
with the 100p,a load.

Again the proper correction would be to raise the
420011 value to its 465011 normal value by inserting
about 45052 in series with it (Fig. 4). But this may be
difficult due to a problem of obtaining adequate space,
and parallel connections may be simpler to install.

Figuring that 15v - 0.74v = 14.26v should be
dropped across the 420011 actual resistance, this means

14.26v
that it must pass

4.2K
= 3.4ma. A resistor that must

produce the nominal 0.74v when 3.4ma flows through
0.74v

it will need a value of =
0.0034a

2181/ The actual

24051, 465051

Ov O.74v 15v

;-'f1111F-.1

Fig. 1-Suppose that two
resistors across a 15v supply
have nominal values of 240'.2
and 465012.

20451 actual

4650,51,
Fig. 2-Inserting a resistor
in series means that one
end of the original
resistor must be removed

from the circuit board and anoth!r inserted in series with it.

20411, 27K Fig. 3-A change probably involving
i ' _ less space would he to parallel

4111135:'-_,, the 4650".2 resistor with a value that

4700S2, - will bring the voltage back to what
it should be.

4200 SL
actual

24011,
450,0,

1 1 1 11
Fig. 4-One proper method
of correction would be to
raise the 420E' value to

its 4650'2 normal value ty inser:ing about 45E' in series with it.

2400.11.
411111.

24051,

420011 Fig. 5-The actual value of the
resistor in this circuit is 240'.2, so
a parallel value of 240'2 is required.

R1

4650,51,

O.74v

Fig. 6-A critical balance of resistance values can sometimes be found
around a transistor stage biased for the semiconductor's linear mode
of operation.
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value of the resistor in the circuit is 24011, so the paral-lel218flvalue required is 24011 x = 24011(24011 - 21811)
21811

= 2,40052, almost exactly (Fig. 5).2211
[Although we feel that it is very important to have an

understanding of the calculations described thus far in
the article so that selecting shunt resistors is not a mat-
ter of guesswork, a less mathematical technique may
prove faster. Instead, take a potentiometer having a
maximum value approximately 10 times that of the re-
sistor that has not changed and, as a safety feature, con-
nect it in series with a resistor having a value approxi-
mately three times that of the resistor that has not
changed --as in the diagram shown at the right. Con-
nect the resulting circuit in a parallel with the un-
changed, good resistor and adjust the potentiometer

to compensate for the excess
current flowing through the re-
sistor that has decreased in value.
When properly adjusted, the volt-
age -divider junction voltage will
be back to normal. Then measure
the resistance of the shunting cir-
cuit and substitute a resistor of
near equal value. Ed.]

There are also other possibilities
in this circuit that should be con-
sidered: what if one or the other
resistor has gone high in value,
rather than low. Usually the
value will go very high, due to a
physical fracture in the material.
Under these conditions a replace-
ment resistor, having as near the
original value as possible, should
be shunted across the bad one if
it can't be readily removed.

But suppose the value has gone just a little too high-
just too far to remain operative. Suppose the 24011 re-
sistor has risen to 34011-indicated either by a rise in
the voltage measured, by measuring the resistance with
the power OFF, or by both checks. Now, we will need a

24011resistor that has a value of 3401/ x (34011 - 24011)

Component arrange-
ment for experimentally
determining the required
parallel resistance.

= 34011 x 2401/
- 81652, for which an 82011 resistor

1001/
will probably serve as a temporary fix.

Now suppose that the 465011 resistor has risen in
value to 560011. To bring it back to 46501/ will require

011
= 560011 x

46 465011a 560011 x
(56001/

5

- 465011) 9501/
= 27,40051, for which a 27K resistor comes close.

Far less likely than one resistor having changed value is
the possibility that both of them might have. Further-
more, if both of these resistors have changed value,
then there is a greater probability that other resistors in
the circuit-as well as these voltage dividers-may have
also changed value, with the result that correcting the
voltage would still not make the circuit function correct-
ly, even temporarily.

So if both resistors have changed value beyond their
tolerances, the best decision is to wait for a replacement
and not try to fix the unit as it is.

A similarly critical balance of resistance values can some-
times be found around a transistor stage biased for the
semiconductor's linear mode of operation (Fig. 6).
Here the resistors across the supply (R1 and R2) pro-
vide a base bias voltage of the order just described. And
the collector and emitter resistors (R3 and R4), com-
bined with this voltage, determine the operating con-
dition for the transistor.

The emitter voltage "follows" the base voltage, while
the emitter resistor determines the collector current.
Suppose the emitter voltage is 0.7v and the resistor has

0.7va value of 3911-this fixes the emitter current at
0.039K

= 18ma. The collector current will be almost identical,
and the collector voltage will then be determined by
the collector resistor.

If the collector resistor has a value of 62011, a cur-
rent of 18ma will result in a voltage drop of 11.2v,
leaving 3.8v between the collector and ground, or 3.1v
between the collector and the emitter-adequate for
correct transistor operation. But if the 391/ resistor
goes low in value, the collector current will rise, reduc-
ing the voltage available across the transistor-maybe
saturating it for that particular collector resistor value.

Or if the collector resistor rises in value, the voltage
across the transistor will again fall as that across the
collector resistor rises, causing possible saturation. Ei-
ther way, the error in resistor value will show up during
measurement-the collector voltage measuring the same
as the emitter voltage (0v across the transistor). The
point to realize is that this does not necessarily indicate
that the transistor has short circuited-although this is
another possible cause for this incorrect voltage indica-
tion.

When encountering this kind of wrong indication, the
first thing to do is to check the transistor with an in -
circuit tester (and the power OFF, since its own circuit
saturates it with the power oN). Then, if the transistor
is okay, check circuit values and carefully calculate what
voltage these values should produce at the collector-
as has been done in the article.

If the values combine to produce an unworkable
value, either replace the defective module, or modify
one of the values (probably the collector resistor in this
case) to make the voltage workable.

Note that it is generally normal for there to be a low
transistor collector -to -emitter voltage, provided it is not
low enough to cause saturation. Making the working
collector voltage low keeps transistor power dissipation
down, and allows a bigger current swing than would be
available from the same transistor working with a higher
collector voltage.

If the values are not far enough "off" to saturate as
a steady condition, they may still cause the transistor
to saturate during part of the signal waveform, causing
clipping. Again, the voltages measured will indicate this.
Note whether or not the collector voltage swings up a
little in the presence of a signal, as it will if this stage is

continued on page 58
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Columbia is complete!

Whatever you need in wire,
cable and cordsets - Columbia
has the product for you ...all
top quality... in stock at your
local distributor.

The Columbia line is completely
manufactured by Columbia to
Columbia standards. One
complete source...one com-
plete responsibility.
For full information, consult
your local distributor, or write

COLUMBIA

Columbia Electronic Cables
General offices:
11 Cove St., New Bedford,
Mass. 02744 (Tel: 617-999-4455)
Office and warehouse:
1950 Naomi Ave., Los Angeles,
California 90011

COLUMBIA
ELECTRONIC CABLES

... for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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(Does FINCO deserve your business?)
Accomplishments FINCO Competition

 1972 - $59,500.00
NATESA/NEA
Membership Drive!

YES

 1971 - $2,000.00 Service
Dealer Membership Drives

YES

 1970 - $1,000.00 Service
Dealer Membership Drives

YES

)

(Superior Independent
YESService) Project Support

 Thirteen (13) Consecutive
"Friends of Service" Awards YES

 America's foremost
convention speaker!

YES

 Active officer having
honorary life memberships
in NATESA and NEA

YES

 Electronic Hall of Fame
(M. L. F. Sr.) YES

 The Champion of
Independent Service!
(Local - State - National)

YES

NEED WE SAY MORE? . . . WE CAN!
F IN CO'S products are as good as the best and better than the rest!

Write for FINCO'S full line catalogs
Antennas, MATV Equipment, Components and Accessories

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street /Bedford, Ohio 44146

. . . for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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 There are still, of course, some
widely differing opinions among
dealers when it comes to the ques-
tion of whether or not to start sell-
ing service contracts. However, re-
gardless of what position you take
on the matter, there are some facts
with which you should be familiar.

Service contracts apparently are
here to stay, and they are definitely
big business. Just how big, nobody
knows for sure. One thing that is
certain, though, is that this form of
service sales promotion continues to
capture a steadily increasing share
of the paid service market each year.
While there are no total industry fig-
ures available, it is estimated that
the combined service contract sales
of the three industry leaders (Mont-
gomery Ward, Sears and RCA Ser-
vice Co.) are well in excess of $200
million, annually. Obviously, the
American public believes in service
contracts. One thing to remember
is that each increase in service con-
tract sales produces a corresponding
decrease in the paid service market
available to the dealer who does not
sell them.

The advantages of a successful
contract sales program for the indi-
vidual dealer have been well dem-
onstrated. To begin with, selling ser-
vice contracts means that the dealer
has opened the door to a huge and
growing market which otherwise
would not be available to him. This,
in turn, creates potential increases in
income and profits. Further, the sale
of renewal contracts to regular cus-
tomers provides an increasing base
for future income.

Service Contracts are
Big Business

by William Joseph

Did you know that TV service contracts have been

around for almost 25 years? That's pretty good

longevity for an invention that some service dealers

have scorned as a temporary gimmick.

In addition, contract sales in vol-
ume tend to minimize the age-old
problem of severely fluctuating work
loads. Customers who are on a pay-
as-you-go basis often tend to post-
pone repairs during the vacation
months or when the household
budget is stretched. On the other
hand, TV viewers who buy service
contracts will usually call for service
whenever the need arises. As a re-
sult, the dealer with a number of
service contract customers finds it
easier to predict service volume and
to budget manpower requirements.

Of course, there are disadvan-
tages to be recognized and dealt
with; some of which are of consid-
erable significance. Probably the
most important of these is the strict
accounting discipline required as
part of any contract sales program.
When you sell a service contract to-
day-and accept the money today-
you have created a deferred obliga-
tion that must be fulfilled as much
as a year or two later. The financial
risks of such a situation are evident.
If your handling of finances is slop-
py, you will be courting disaster. In
recognition of this, Uncle Sam has
imposed certain accounting regula-
tions for deferred obligation situa-
tions, and they apply directly to ser-
vice contract sales. In the final
analysis, though, no one but you and
your accountant can protect you
from poor financial management.

Of no less importance is the prob-
lem of pricing. The service contract
that you sell today, at today's prices,
will be fulfilled at a future time for
which your costs are presently un-

known. Obviously, then, the pricing
that you apply to the contracts you
offer must be arrived at with great
care.

It is quite possible to overcome
these problems, as demonstrated by
the many small dealers who have
been in the service contract business
for 10 years and more. The risks
cannot be taken lightly, however.
Careless handling of contract in-
come and unrealistic pricing of con-
tracts have led some firms into
bankruptcy.

Despite the risks involved, the
potential rewards of a successful ser-
vice contract program are luring
more and more independent service
dealers into experimental efforts.
There are also those who feel that
getting started now in the sale of
contracts will be an advantage if
and when the manufacturers start
extending their warranties for a year
or longer.

Speaking before the National
Electronic Associations' business
management school last summer,
Jerry Canter discussed this problem.
Mr. Canter, who is president of Uni-
versal Television in Los Angeles,
feels that original warranties of at
least one full year, and possibly two
years, are inevitable. Smaller service
companies that get started with ser-
vice contract programs now, he says,
will be prepared to do business with
customers who want complete cov-
erage for the second, third, or fourth
years and beyond.

For those who want to get started,
the biggest problem is just that-
getting started. Obviously, the first
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contract cannot be sold until a
schedule of pricing is determined.
Ideally, pricing of service contracts
is done on the basis of careful
studies of the costs involved in ful-
filling the contracts. In fact, after
sufficient records and experience are
available, this is the only acceptable
method for determining how much
to charge. There is no reason, how-
ever, that the dealer just getting
started with contracts cannot capi-
talize on the experience of the big-
ger companies to establish his basic
prices.

The large companies have had
years to study their fulfillment costs,
and they have hundreds of thou-
sands of records to analyze. Pre-
sumably, the independent TV ser-
vice dealer will not have costs higher
than the big companies ----more like-
ly, his costs will be lower. Thus, the
prices charged by the big companies
in a given area should provide a safe
starting point for the independent
dealer. Fig. 1 shows the contract
selling prices of several firms in one
large metropolitan area. You should
have no trouble obtaining the prices
being used in your area.

Once you begin to sell contracts,
a precise analysis of your fulfill-
ments costs is an absolute necessity.
Only by determining your exact
costs can you expect to arrive at sell-
ing prices that are optimum for your
organization. Fig. 2 is a suggested
form that can easily be kept for each
contract customer to determine ful-
fillment costs.

Selling prices for both parts and
labor can be entered on the form
each time a service call is made un-
der the contract. Thus, at the ex-
piration of the contract, you can
compare how much you would have
received on a pay-as-you-go basis,
with what you charged for the con-
tract.

As your contract sales increase,
you will be able to average out your
figures over a number of contracts;
thus, your prices will begin to reflect
your own experience. As an exam-
ple, let us assume that your study of
50 expired contracts covering 3 -
year -old B/W -TV sets shows that
pay-as-you-go income would have
been $2,050. Dividing that figure by
50 gives us $41 per contract.

Before you can price your con-

tract, though, you still need one
more figure. There are direct ex-
penses that will be involved in your
contract sales program. Such things
as printing costs for the certificates
and form letters, postage and sales

commissions all must be taken into
consideration. To complete our ex-
ample, we will assume that the total
of these direct expenses divided by
the number of contracts sold during
the period in question comes to

SERVICE CONTRACT PRICES IN EFFECT
IN ONE MAJOR CITY

B/W -TV SET
HOME SERVICE RCA G.E. SEARS

1st year of ownership $ 36.95 $ 30.95 $29.95
2nd year of ownership $ 69.95 $ 56.95 $49.95
3rd year of ownership $ 69.95 $ 62.95 $54.95

COLOR -TV SET
HOME SERVICE

1st year of ownership $ 46.95 $ 45.95 $49.95
2nd year of ownership $103.50 $100.95 $84.95
3rd year of ownership $103.50 $127.95 $94.95

COLOR -TV SET
SHOP SERVICE

1st year of ownership $ 30.95 $ 29.95* $29.95
2nd year of ownership $ 51.95 $ 55.95* $59.95
3rd year of ownership $ 51.95 $ 71.95* $69.95

*18 -in. screen

Fig. 1

NAME

SERVICE CONTRACT EXPENSE RECORD

ADDRESS

BRAN,

Ar,f

TECHNICIAN DATE COMPLAINT
SERVICE

TIME
PARTS LABOR
USED CHARGE RE MARKS

Fig. 2
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$8.60. Adding that to the fulfillment
cost described previously brings the
total to $49.60. This would suggest
$49.95 as a logical selling price for
your third year TV -set contract.

There are, of course, a number of
other ways to approach the job of
pricing contracts. The bigger com-
panies, with the aid of thousands of
records and computer analysis often
use exact cost figures in their parts
and labor statistics. This provides
them with a cost figure to which they
can add their desired markup. Also,
because they deal with great quan-
tities of the same make and model,
they are able to gather precise his-
tory -of -failure records. Realistically,
however, the small dealer must stick
to a simple system such as the one
just described.

Before entering into a contract
sales program, it would be well for
you to understand the necessity of
volume sales. Since the pricing of
contracts is based on the premise of
average costs, a reasonable number
of sales are required to make the
averages valid. A half-hearted sales
program exposes you to the risk that
your only contract customers will be
those who are easy to sell. Inevita-
bly, the customers who are the most
anxious to buy contracts will be
those who have a history of exces-
sive service requirements. An ag-
gressive and professional sales pro-
gram will minimize this risk by pro-
viding you with a broad base of cus-
tomers.

Basically, there are three sources
of service contract sales for the inde-
pendent service dealer: sales by
technicians, direct mail, and tele-
phone solicitation. A truly success-
ful effort will require attention to
all three.

The easiest method for entering
the contract sales business is by sell-
ing through the electronic techni-
cians themselves. Most customers
view the electronic technician as an
expert, and his recommendations
will usually carry considerable
weight. Since these technicians will
eventually come into contact with
all of your current customers, they
will be a valuable source of sales.

Usually, all that is needed to get
started is a reasonable amount of
training for your men so that they
will understand the advantages to

both the customers and the com-
pany, plus an incentive to keep them
interested. Most dealers prefer to
pay technicians on a commission ba-
sis for contract sales, with the rate
varying between 5 percent and 20
percent.

For most dealers, sales by elec-
tronic technicians soon prove to be
inadequate to provide the volume
required to make the program work-
able. For this reason, it is suggested
that direct mail and telephone solici-
tation be incorporated in any service
contract program right from the be-
ginning.

While both direct mail and tele-
phone selling are complex subjects
beyond the scope of this article,
there are a few important principles
that can be outlined.

There is general agreement that
direct mail and telephone selling
should be tied together in a program
that will permit them to complement
each other. One popular system
calls for a direct mail piece followed
in a specific number of days by a
telephone solicitation to customers
who do not respond to the mail ad.
Theoretically, at least, the mail
piece "softens up" the customer and
paves the way for the telephone so-
licitor.

This system is particularly valu-
able for the sale of renewal con-
tracts. Once a program for selling
contracts has been running success-
fully for a year, renewals become a
factor. One point on which all deal-
ers selling contracts seem to agree is
the importance of taking advantage
of the great income potential and
profitability of renewal sales to regu-
lar customers. As a result, a pro-
gram like the one-two punch just de-
scribed can be found in most service
shops selling contracts.

Direct mail is an exacting field,
and the dealer expecting to make
use of it should attempt to learn as
much as he can about it. Profession-
al help, wherever it is practical, will
usually be a good investment. Prob-
ably the most important single point
to be remembered when preparing
direct mail is the effect that physical
appearance will have on results. The
professionals have long since
learned that compromises in the
quality of reproduction and the ma-
terials used in direct mail will nearly

always have serious negative effects.
It does not take much imagination
to figure out why-especially in the
case of a service contract promo-
tion. If your mailing is amateurish,
cheap -looking or careless, you can-
not expect your customer to have
confidence in your ability and will-
ingness to provide professional ser-
vice.

Most experienced dealers would
agree with Jack Badaracco of the
RCA Service Co. who said, "You
can sell three times as many con-
tracts with a direct mail and tele-
phone program as you can with a
direct mail program alone." There is
no doubt about it: telephone selling
is an essential part of a contract
sales program.

Telephone selling, too, is a highly
specialized field. Not everyone is
suited to this type of work, so you
must make an effort to find the right
man or woman for the job. Some-
times it is necessary to try several
before the right person is found.

Once you are set up, you will
have to experiment with the all-im-
portant matter of timing. Generally
speaking, the calls should be made
about a week or 10 days after the
mailing of your printed materials.
The experience of several dealers in-
terviewed would seem to indicate
that the evening hours (before 9:00
p.m.) are better than daytime hours
for selling TV contracts. Perhaps
this is because both husband and
wife are home at that time. Also,
there would appear to be a slight
edge in favor of the male telephone
salesman, although there are many
dealers who use only females in this
work.

Do not forget that the telephone
company in most areas will gladly
provide free training for telephone
sales personnel. If you decide to en-
ter a contract sales program, you
should not overlook this important
source of expert help.

Selling service contracts is not a
decision to be taken lightly. A suc-
cessful program demands careful
preparation and aggressive atten-
tion. However, the service dealer
who chooses to bypass the service -
contract business is excluding him-
self from an increasingly important
segment of the television service
market. 
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Protecting Business Records

by Ernest Fair

The protection of an electronic technician's or

dealer's business records is of greater importance

than one usually realizes-unless you have

already been caught without them.

 Certain records are vital for the
collection of insurance claims when
disaster hits, and others are a must
for tax purposes. Some of the basic
types of records that must be pro-
tected include the following:

Records covering every single
item protected by insurance
of any kind

The establishment of a claim after
a fire or other disaster may well de-
pend upon these records. A good
rule is that if insurance coverage is
involved, the records to substantiate
claims must be present after the loss.

These include a record of pur-
chases, date and source, for all
equipment in order to collect the
true salvage value of each unit. All
supplies and other inventory should
be kept up to date to show what was
on hand at the time the disaster took
place. No insurance claim of any
kind will be settled for any more
than the owner can prove was pres-
ent at the time of the disaster.

Basic records showing the
performance of the business

Business performance records
may be necessary for a number of
reasons, but primarily for securing
financial assistance in the future.
Few such assistance programs can
proceed without extensive back-
ground records covering the busi-
ness. These records may even be
necessary to secure a loan needed
to get started again after a disaster.

Where business interruption in-
surance is carried, such records are
a must if the full claim is to be ob-
tained for the total period of time
required for the business to get back
to its earning capability.

Depreciation records of all kinds
It is necessary to substantiate data

on capital assets for many uses. Rec-
ords showing date of purchase, cost,
estimated useful life, estimated sal-
vage value and depreciation taken
are important.

They are of course very necessary
should an income tax return be
challenged for any period covered in
the past. They also have value in
settling insurance claims and will be
needed should the business ever be
sold or merged.

Salary and wage records covering
every individual on the staff from
the shop owner down to the
smallest -salaried individual

Complete payroll records are nec-
essary for many elements of contin-
ued business operation after a dis-
aster. They may be needed in set-
tling disputes over wages and terms,
for use in negotiating new wage ar-
rangements and for settling any pos-
sible future disagreement with gov-
ernment agencies concerned about
such records in tax and regulatory
matters.

Tax withholding statements
The law states that tax withhold-

ing statements must be kept by ev-
ery business, and even a small shop
hiring but one man is no exception.
This includes all records covering
income taxes withheld from wages,
special government levies, pension
fund payments through a private
business arrangement and unem-
ployment data.

All such records should be kept
safe after the legal reasons for their
retention have expired, since they
have additional value in a number

of other areas concerned with fu-
ture business operations-such as
loan solicitation forms to prove
business operation costs.

Unusual business expense records
Too frequently records of unusual

business expenses are handled care-
lessly after the current year's book-
keeping has been tabulated. This
can create a costly situation if the
deductions involved in such expense
records are challenged in the future
and no details are available to sub-
stantiate them.

Every business expense record
should be retained for a reasonable
period of time, if for nothing more
than to prove that the account con-
cerned has been paid. Claims of this
nature can come back as much as a
year after actual payment.

Records of business losses
Any records concerning business

losses are, of course, necessary with
respect to tax matters. But they can
also have value concerning future
insurance claim matters. Too fre-
quently only summary records of
this nature are kept and all supple-
mental items pertaining to the basic
total information are discarded or
not given adequate protection against
loss. Even the most supplemental
data can have great value at a time
when such basic total records must
be proven.

Reports and drawings
It would be a mistake to down-

grade reports and drawings with re-
spect to security and protection.
There are many ways in which any
or all of them can have serious im-
pact on the business in the future.

They are most frequently re-
quired to provide evidence in a fu-
ture lawsuit, and no owner of a
business can ever be assured that he
will not have one of these. They
may also be needed to substantiate
the position of the business during a
merger, sale of the business, settle-
ment of an estate, etc.

Historical data
A great deal of historical data has

value in determining the course of
future business. If such information
is not present when needed, its loss

continued on page 65
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CUT YOUR INVENTORY, BOOST PROFITS

Just 3 Zenith Chromacolor
picture tubes replace 72 others

2 -YEAR WARRANTY
Zenith CHROMACOLOR picture tubes sold for re-
newal use in standard television receivers are war-
ranted against defects in workmanship, material
and construction for 24 months after date of pur-
chase by the consumer or user. OR if tube is sup-
plied no charge to fulfill a warranty obligation in
a Zenith color television receiver, then the war-
ranty shall be limited to the unexpired portion of
said Zenith color television receiver warranty. No
other warranty is expressed or implied.
"The obligation of Zenith Radio Corporation un-
der this warranty is limited to replacing, or at its
option repairing, such defective color picture tube
and does not include the cost of any labor in con-
nection with installation of such replacement tube
or repaired tube nor does it include responsibility
for any transportation expense."
Available new or re -built. Zenith Cinebeam (C
type) picture tubes contain used materials which,
prior to reuse, are carefully inspected and selected
to meet Zenith's high standards of quality.

C-25BAP22,23VATP22 replace 39 types
23VAHP22 23VBGP22 25BCP22 25CP22A
23VAJP22 23VBHP22 25BGP22 25GP22
23VALP22 25ABP22 25BJP22 25GP22A
23VANP22 25AFP22 25BMP22 25SP22
23VARP22 25ANP22 25BRP22 25VP22
23VASP22 25AP22 25BVP22 25WP22
23VATP22 25AP22A 25BXP22 25XP22
23VAUP22 25AP22A/25XP22 25BZP22 25XP22/25AP22A
23VAXP22 25AQP22 25CBP22 25ZP22
23VBEP22 25BAP22 25GP22

23VAZP22 replaces 10 types
23VAZP22
25AEP22
25BP22
25BP22A
25BP22A/25YP22
25FP22
25FP22A

25RP22
25YP22
25YP22/25BP22A

C-25BKP22, 23VBAP22 replace 23 types
23VACP22 23VBDP22 25AXP22
23VADP22 23VBJP22 25AZP22
23VAMF22 23VBRP22 25BDP22
23VAQP22 25ADP22 25BFP22
23VAWP22 25AGP22 25BHP22
23VAYF22 25AJP22 25BSP22
23VBAP22 25ASP22 25BKP22
23VBGP22 25AWP22

SIMPLE INVENTORY. Stock Chroma-
color and you can immediately replace
almost any 23" diagonal tube.
FASTER SERVICE. No time lost waiting
for replacement tubes To arrive. Less
downtime means satisfied customers.
AMPLE PROFIT MARGIN. Chromacolor
tubes are realistically priced. Zenith's
suggested retail price is competitive,
yet gives you an attractive profit margin.

BRILLIANT CHROMACOLOR PICTURE.
Chromacolor . . Zenith's patented pic-
ture tube that revolutionized color TV.
First tube to fully illuminate every color
cot on a jet-black background.
POWERFULLY PRE -SOLD. Special
magazine ads all year long are telling
your customers about the bright, sharp
picture they'll see with a Chromacolor
-eplacement tube.

The
be/orequalittyheg

oneasmi n

goes on

AAA( lirkt
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For complete
Information -
MAIL THIS
COUPON TODAY!

Do you have
ONE SOURCE
of SUPPLY
for any TOWER
or accessory
you might need?
Do you have one source of supply for any tower or accessory you
might need? ROHN manufactures a complete line of towers
of every style and type for every need . . Home, Commercial or
Industrial. A complete line of accessories is also available for every
type tower or antenna installation.

Almost a Quarter -Century of experience and ROHN developed
mass production techniques with the latest electronic equipment
means the highest quality product at the lowest possible price. Hot
Dip Galvanizing of all towers and accessories gives long life and
attractiveness to its products.

Here's what this means to you ...
 ONE SOURCE OF SUPPLY-

Hundreds of items from one dependable source.
III CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
 FAST DELIVERY

See your Distributor or write:

ROH MANUFACTURING
NP.O. BOX 2000 / PEORIA, ILL. 61601

Please send your catalog: DIVISION OF 4C/IYAIfCl)11110

T

Name

Co. Name

Address

City

State Zip

L __J
. for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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Triplett's Model 603 FET VOM. For more de-
tails, circle 900 on the Reader Service Card.

 If you share any of my bad hab-
its, then you have also occasionally
discovered the next morning that
you had forgotten to turn all your
instruments OFF the night before.
Our front cover shows such a situa-
tion-a meter (the one described in
this report) in operation during the
middle of the night-long after
everyone had gone home.

Although such forgetfulness may
be hard on the batteries of some
multimeters, this is not the case with
Triplett's Model 603 FET VOM,
since it requires only 10kca of bat-
tery current when in use. In fact, it
may be left oN indefinitely without
impairing its performance-the bat-
tery life for the carbon batteries ap-
proaching that of shelf life.

Additional features include auto-
matic polarity (when desired)
where you are interested in taking
voltage and current measurements
but are not concerned with the po-
larity. (The instrument can also be
operated in the conventional posi-
tive or negative polarity mode.)
And the low -power ohms scales per-
mit in -circuit resistance and con-
tinuity measurements without bias-
ing or destroying sensitive diodes,
IC's and transistors.

Other manufacturer specifications
include those given at the right:

TEST INSTRUMENT REPORT

Triplett's Model 603 FET VOM
by Phillip Dahlen

May be left ON indefinitely, drawing only

10pa from batteries

DC Volts
Ranges: 0-0.3-1-3-10-30-100-300-1000v.
Accuracy: ±3% of full scale, all ranges.
Input resistance, all ranges: 11.12M (1.12M resistor in probe tip).
Auto Polarity: Pointer indicates up scale for either polarity.
Polarity Determination: Push button + or -.

AC Volts
Ranges: 0-0.3-1-3-10-30-100-300-1000v ac.
Accuracy: ±3% of full scale, all ranges.
Input impedance, all ranges: 10M.
Frequency range: 20Hz to 10kHz-all ranges except 300v and 1000v.
Detection: Average calibrated in rms.

Ohms-Low Power
Ranges: 0 -1K -10K -100K -1M -10M -1000M.
Accuracy: ±3% of dc v arc on all ranges.
Open circuit voltage: 70mv.
Maximum power applied to device under test: Low range, 123µw. All other
ranges, power is correspondingly less. (101.1 center scale on low range.)

Ohms-Conventional
Ranges: 0 -1K -10K -100K -1M -10M -1000M.
Accuracy: ±3% of dc v arc on all ranges.
Open circuit voltage: 1.5v
Maximum power applied to device under test: low range, 57mw. All other ranges,
power is correspondingly less. ( I Oil center scale on low range.)

AC and DC Milliamperes
Ranges: 0-1-10-100-1000ma with 316mv voltage drop.
Accuracy: ±4% of full scale, all ranges.
Auto Polarity: Pointer indicates up scale for either polarity.
Polarity Determination: Push button + or -.

Decibels
Ranges: -30dB to +62dB.
Accuracy: ±3% of full scale, all ranges.
Scale: lower arc, lettered -20 to +2, 0dB = .776v.

Instrument Construction
Dimensions: 5'/8 in. wide by 61/2 in. high by 3 3/16 in. deep.
Weight: Approximately 21/2 lb with batteries.
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ES16X30 Diode, Y104

-Of-so."..,

COLORFAX
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Chassis U-I-Dark Vertical Wedge on Left Side of Picture

A dark vertical wedge-shaped area may appear on the
upper left side of the picture approximately 2 -in. from the
top and 3 -in. from the left side of the picture. To correct
this problem, replace resistor 8230 with a 4.7K, 1/2w re-
sistor. This resistor was changed during production in Oc-
tober (Code 5T4N) from 2.7K, 1/2w to 4.7K, 1/2w.
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100
5%

R220
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TV Chassis U-1-Picture Tube Circuit Changes

Circuit changes were made early in production to im-
prove voltage regulation on the picture tube grid. Resistor

To T252 Term. 4

C13.1

;411 4 ;5V, RI35

1 111#1"Vr-=w-ispow
, 3 6 , 56101, 56102

4.414 .9 igadal":
R133 L107

To Test Point IV

To Test Poont IV

U-1 CHASSIS PICTURE TUBE SOCKET

R135 was changed from 4.7K to 10K and a diode Y104
was added from the junction of Test Point IV, capacitor
C130 and coil L107 to the junction of R135 and the jump-
er to Terminal 4 of the high -voltage transformer.

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.

TEMPORARY FIXES ...
continued from page 48

causing that kind of clipping.
Also, when you check the transistor be certain to

check its cut-off current. The same symptoms can ap-
pear when the transistor becomes "leaky"-conducting
more current at cut-off than it should. Check the mea-
sured cut-off current against the rated maximum value
for the type of transistor used. If it is higher than it
should be, saturation will not be controlled entirely by
circuit values, and the transistor should be replaced
with one for which the leakage current has been found
to be within the proper rating.

[Although the replacement of resistors that have
changed in value as a result of heat may be considered
a complete repair job-provided the source of heat has
been satisfactorily investigated-as the author has in-
dicated in the title of this article, shunting resistors that
have changed value can be considered only a "tempo-
rary fix." Only by replacing such resistors, with the use
of new resistors or new complete modules, will the re-
pair job be final. This is due to the fact that there is no
assurance that the defective resistors might not con-
tinue to slowly change in value. Ed.J 

-----r3C1C'.1

---------. ' *C3S F.'
---- . SA, .5c

otfl

014

dA40

0.°

°

Have you made
your reservations yet?

Some states Already require the licensing of all electronic
technicians and service dealers. If your state doesn't, it soon well!
Who's working to protect your interests?

Come get acquainted with the trade associations dedicated to your
best interests. You don't have to be a member of any association to
attend. Learn what can be done to improve your future security and
increase your future income.

 There is a business school to help the service dealer.
 There are seminars to help the electronic technicians.
 There are even seminars for the editors of association publications.

Come to the convention concerned with improving our profession!
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A better idea
for safety: Buckle up.

Better ideas,van after van.
That's why Ford has

led in sales for II straight years.
Over the years, only Ford vans have
had so many better ideas that make
vans easier to drive, to service, to use:
Choice of swinging doors or new
gliding side
door for
cargo han-
dling in
cramped
alleys and
beside loading
docks. Three separate tracks, at top,
bottom and center, give bridge -like
support for solid, smooth, one -
handed operation, tight seal.
Shorter outside, easier to park. Com-
pared to other makes with similar
loadspace, Econoline vans have sig-
nificantly less overall length. This
means easier parking and better
maneuverability in city -delivery oper-
ations-time saved on every trip.
Wider at top for built-ins. Body sides
are more vertical, wider apart at top
than other vans. Built-in units fit bet-
ter and leave more aisle. Many mod -

ular units offered allowing you to cus-
tomize almost any interior you need.
Easy, out -front servicing. Routine

service points are right
at hand under the con-
venient outside hood:

radiator, oil level,
battery, windshield

washer reservoir,
voltage regulator, wiper

motor, brake master cyl-
inder and optional power -

steering reservoir.
Strong, Twin -I -Beam Independent
Front Suspension-Ford's exclusive
design smooths
the going for
both load and
a river. Two
forged steel I-beam axles provide
strength and durability; wide wheel
stance means stability in cross winds.
Biggest payload. Husky construction,
high capacity axles allow you to haul
a heavier load than any othe- van.
Three series (two lengths). One takes
.. for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

JUNE

payloads up to 4,285 lbs.-largest in
the industry.
Engine clear forward. In Ford's clear -
deck design, en-
gine is forward-
all the way out of
cargo area. Over
81/2 -ft. clear floor
space behind
driver's seat...
over 10 ft. in the
SuperVan. Driver
and passenger
can easily step from their seats into
rear cargo area, exit through side or
rear doors.

OLD
INTRUDER"

DESIGN

FORD
"CLEAR DECK"

DESIGN

FORD
ECONOLINE

VANS
e-o;ci
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

MAGNAVOX

Tuner/Amplifier Chassis R243/244/245-Distorted or No Audio on
One Channel Only (Early Version)

There have been reported cases of "distorted audio" or
"no audio" (usually affecting only one channel) in the
early version of the R243, R244 and R245 chassis. For no
apparent reason the fuses open in the output section of the
affected channel. For such symptoms, check fuses F401
and F403, or F402 and F404 before making any further
troubleshooting checks. If a fuse is open, replace it with
one of the exact value and type called for in the service
manual for that particular chassis. Then, with the speakers
disconnected, check the dc voltage between the two speak-
er terminals of the affected channel mentioned in the fol-
lowing steps under servicing precautions. If the dc voltage
at the speaker terminals is within the indicated limits, there
is probably no circuit malfunction and the chassis can be
returned to service.

Servicing Precautions

In some cases, damage to the amplifier section circuit
components and speakers has resulted from improper

AT LAST! PROFESSIONAL
HOME PROTECTION
EVERYONE CAN INSTALL
AND AFFORD.

Model FC-100

WIRED$69 .95
Start your custom
Burglar/Hold-up/Fire Alarm
System with the FC-100.
Add on Sensors, Alarms
and Accessories to suit your
own needs.

 "Do -it -Yourself" Installers
Handbook included. No
technical knowledge needed -
No soldering.

 100% Professional in Design, Reliability,
Performance.

Tail 88fir
I

SECW'rry CONMOt CEnn-ER

-5,

Safe' -SYSTEM BY EICO
A New Concept in "De -it -Yourself " Home Protection

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG
Fcr latest catalog on EICO Test Instruments. Stereo, EICOCRAFT
Projects, Environmental Lighting, Burglar/Fire Alarm Systems,
and name of nearest EICO Distributor, check Reader Service
Card or send 25c for First Class mail service.

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 Elea
.7,11=MMIL

service procedures. Because of the relatively heavy currents
in the amplifier sections of these units, the following service
procedures must be strictly observed.

Never replace an amplifier section fuse with a slow blow
type or one of a higher ampere rating than called for in the
service manual. The correct replacement fuses are as
follows:
Chassis Model

R243
R244
R245

Ampere Rating Magnavox Part No.
2.5a 181021-1250
3a 181021-1300
4a 181021-1400

Never, substitute a higher ampere rated fuse or bridging
device, such as a clip lead, for a fuse in the amplifier sec-
tion. Such procedures can result in almost instantaneous
damage to speakers and/or components of the amplifier
section.

Always, before connecting speakers to the amplifier,
measure the dc voltage at the output of each channel. This
measurement can be made at the speaker terminals, be-
tween the ground terminal and the hot terminal, but the
front panel mounted speaker switches must first be closed
to connect the speaker terminals to the amplifier section.
The voltage between the terminals for each channel should
be Ov ±-0.2v. If the voltage is not within these limits, there
is a malfunction in the amplifier section and this malfunc-
tion must be corrected before the speakers are connected.

Always, immediately upon connecting speakers to the
amplifier and before power is applied, check the connec-
tions at the speaker terminals to insure that the speaker
leads are not shorted together or shorted to the amplifier
case.

Later Version Production Change

Beginning with the "C" version, i.e., R243 -01 -CA, of
these chassis, fuses F401, F402, F403 and F404 will not
he used in the output circuits of the amplifier section. The
function of the fuses will be performed by special type
0.47f2 resistors (similar to fusible resistors) used for the
R437, R438, R439 and R440 chassis. In the R243 and
R244 chassis these special resistors are 0.4711, 2w com-
ponents, Part No. 240104-1. In the R245 chassis these
special resistors are 0.4711, 3w components, Part No.
240104-2. Because of the protective characteristics of these
special resistors and their importance in these applications,
only the specified Magnavox replacement part should be
used if replacement is required.

Power Amplifier Bias Adjustment

To provide a more accurate adjustment of the idling
current through the audio output stages and prevent the
possibility of cross -over distortion, instructions under the
heading "Power -Amplifier Bias Adjust" should be changed
to the following:

(1) Place the speaker switches to the OFF position and
the VOLUME control fully CCW. (2) Connect a milliam-
meter in series with transistor Q415 and Q417 (if the in-
strument has fuses in the output circuit, remove a fuse
from the appropriate channel and connect the milliam-
meter across the fuse holder) and set the BIAS ADJUST pot,
R419, for a reading of between 20ma and 40ma. Or this
adjustment can be made with the following step: Connect
a VTVM or other high -impedance voltmeter between the
emitter of Q415 and the collector of Q417 and set the
BIAS ADJUST pot (R419) for a reading of between 20mv
and 40mv. (3) Repeat steps for Q416 and Q418 and ad-
just R420 for the same readings. Add these notations to
service manuals 1478, page 8; 1479, page 18 and 1480,
page 18.

. . for more details circle 159 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

SCOPE 703

Has 35MHz bandwidth with
5 my/division sensitivity

A bright 8 by 10 cm display and
a rugged portable package are features
of the Model 3100 scope. This instru-
ment has a 35MHz bandwidth with
5 my/division sensitivity at full band-
width. Rise time is 1 Ons. Sweep
speeds are up to 2Ons per division.

Plug-in semiconductors and modular
printed circuit cards contribute to
ease of service and calibration. A
variable hold -off delay increases the
capability of the scope for either digi-
tal or analog applications. Price:
$1,675.00. Raytheon Co.

SURGE ELIMINATOR 704

No installation
required

The Tube Guard color -TV surge
eliminator reportedly increases the
life of color -TV picture tubes and
components. No installation is re-
quired. It simply plugs into the wall
socket. Workman Electronics.

ADHESIVE 705

Joins any combination
of materials

Eastman 910 adhesive makes a firm
bond in seconds. It joins virtually any
combination of materials at up to
5,000 psi, depending on the materials
bonded. It is ready for use right out
of the tube. Contact pressure initiates
the bond and heat is not required to
accelerate setting time. Since heat or
solvents are not required, the adhesive
will not shrink. Recommended appli-
cation is one drop per sq in. Cost, at

user level, is roughly 11/2 ¢ per drop.
The possible uses of Eastman 910 ad-
hesive by TV technicians include the
repair of wafer switches, 0 rings, belts

SPRAY

V. a NOACAY.11.1.41
LUMP 1011000
H.. STUNG.

raM,CA., IUtk6 FOP TECH100.1110

and plastic trim. The adhesive is

packaged in a metal tube and is, there-
fore, less susceptible to damage, be-
fore use, by heat and humidity. Tech
Spray.

HIGH -VOLTAGE SOCKET 706

Designed to reduce
any danger of fire

A number of new fire -retarding,
high -voltage tube sockets, such as the
S -105-C shown, have been added to

the line, making the company a single
source for 74 different types of sock-
ets. Oneida Electric Mfg. Inc.

POTELCO POWER PACK 707

For maintaining voltage
during power failure

Potelco power -supplies use nickel
cadmium batteries as a dc power
source. The battery is protected
against possible deep discharge by a
built-in protective device, thus guaran-
teeing a maximum life of the battery.
If ac power -outage should last up to
36 hours, the stand-by is reportedly
still ready to initiate the alarm and op -

continued on next page

ele clic
PROFESSIONAL COLOR TV

SERVICE EQUIPMENT

ECONO JIG
Color Test Jig

11,

diin. r ----'
$4995Nei

 Complete with less tube ,

all components and cables.
 Durable metal cabinet.
 Professional equipment

for rapid servicing.

ADAPT-ALLS
Yoke Convergence Adaptors

111121Irib4..

s

 To service all sets
.. with any test jig.

1 4..  FREE: Write for cross-
' 'I, reference listing

thousands of sets.

TRANSVERTERS
Service Solid State TV

-..,

.1.'";s...

 On any make test jig with
simple plug-in Transverter.

MOLEX CUSTOM
CABLE KIT

Make all combinations
of Molex Cables

.CR-596 contains: .
 Assortment of

Molex Plugs
and sockets.

 18 wires,
contacts ....,
attached. ,

 Extractor ,

tool. ,

TELEMATIC DIV., UXL CORP.
2245 PITKIN AVE., BKLYN., N.Y.11207

. . . for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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Portable
Guardohm
may cut your
Testing Time
in Half!

If your people are still using the
calibrate, calculate and specu-
late method of testing and trou-
bleshooting, now is the time for
you to purchase a Portable
GUARDOHM, and switch to
time -saving, In -Circuit compon-
ent testing.
The exclusive Guard Circuit in
the GUARDOHM employs oper-
ational amplifiers and electrically
isolates the component under
test to permit accurate, fool-
proof, in -circuit testing.
This economical, portable test
instrument uses the same Guard
Circuit that has been proven by
years of operation in Systoma-
tion's $40,000 production PC
board testing systems, and offers
many advantages:
 No need to unsolder compo-

nents, ever!
 Direct meter readout of actual

component values, no parallel
value calculations.

 Measures resistance, checks
polarity of capacitors, imped-
ance and IR drop of diodes,
transistors, and integrated cir-
cuits at specified current.

 Accurate to -±3%, easy to
read linear meter. measures
10 ohms to 10 megohms.
100NA to 100MA, 0.1 V to
1.000V.

IN -CIRCUIT -TESTING is as sim-
ple as A,B,C! To test Rn, connect
test leads to A and B, and Guard
lead to C. Read the meter.

ONLY

$139
COMPLETE

Systomation Inc.
GlitIon Park Einora New York 12065
Telephone 518.877.7424

NEW PRODUCTS ...
continued from page 61

crate a transmitter or dialer and in ad-
dition ring a local bell for 10 to 15
minutes. To insure full voltage in a
protective circuit loop requiring up to
30 mills of current, a limiting resistor
is employed. The unit is also protected

against possible overload and short
circuit conditions by a built-in fusing
system. Pow -Tee Electronics, Inc.

WIRE STRIPPER -CUTTER 708

Has gauge for uniform
length stripping

With this wire stripper -cutter, insu-
lation is removed by putting very light
pressure on the handles with the end
of the wire placed in the handle -jaws.
The tool is equipped with a strip
gauge for uniform length stripping.
Stripping AWG standard wire No. 24,

16, 14 and 12, the tool can also be

used as a wire cutter. This wire strip-
per reportedly enables cleaner and
more frequent cuts per unit time than
previous methods. Price $13.75. Star-
netics Co.

UHF/VHF AMPLIFIER 709

Delivers gain
from 50 to 52dB

The MATV amplifier features
complete front panel signal control
over the entire frequency range and
delivers gain from 50 to 52 dB with
output levels of up to 1 v. It is said to
provide maximum performance
through the use of separate amplify-
ing circuits that maintain stable and

efficient operation through all line
voltage fluctuations and temperature
and seasonal changes that normally af-

fect signal levels. Switchable and tun-
able FM traps permit tuning out or at-
tenuating the entire FM band or a por-
tion of it. Separate high and low band
gain and tilt controls permit adjusting
signal levels to precise levels as on -
site conditions dictate. Individually
switch controlled preamplifier and line
extending power is also included. In
addition, it has backmatched input
and output monitors that permit
checking the system without disrupt-
ing service. Channel Master.

DRY DE -SOLDERING TOOL 710

Removes solder from
joints and connectors

Solder removal is reportedly fast,
economical and convenient when a
Soder-Wick dry desoldering tool is

used. When used in conjunction with
an ordinary soldering iron, it removes
solder from all sizes of electronic
joints and connectors. No special
equipment is needed to remove solder
from integrated circuits or printed
circuits. The technician simply touches
Soder-Wick to the heated joint and
solder is drawn up. Flux contamina-
tion is eliminated, and residue, if any,
is non -corrosive and non-conductive.
Each roll contains 5 ft of wick and
sells for $1.49 per roll. Jensen Tools
and Alloys.

HOOK-UP WIRE 711

Is insulated with irradiated
polyvinylchloride

RX-7000 hook-up wire is insulated
with irradiated polyvinylchloride
(PVC). The radiation process rear-
ranges the molecular structure of PVC,
reportedly improving the basic prop-
erties of the material. This is said to
result in high-performance electrical,
mechanical and thermal characteristics
for this insulation. Specifications in-
dicate that RX-7000 resists high tern-

. . . for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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peratures, including contact with a hot
soldering iron, without melting, flow-
ing, shrinking back or deforming.
Alpha Wire.

HEAT SHRINKABLE TAPE 712

Clings tightly to the
object it surrounds

An irradiated heat shrinkable elec-
trical tape is said to shrink, mold, en-
capsulate, waterproof and be flexible.
The T -Y -T 100 series has an operating
temperature of -55°C to +125°C.
When heated in excess of 121°C, the
tape will star to shrink longitudinally.
to a maximum of 30%. The inner
polyolefin liner will then melt and flow
into the tape wrappings as well as the
interstices of the object it surrounds.
As it shrinks it clings tightly to the ob-
ject it surrounds and the shrinking

action eliminates wrinkles and bubbles
in the tape wrap. When cooled, the re-
sulting fusion forms a tight mechani-
cal fit, bonding and molding to itself,
forming a complete encapsulating bar -

tie
no.

le cooled wrap reportedly can-
xeled off. Cole -Flex Corp.

E

,r appeared in the EICO ad
6 of the April 1972 issue.
t price for the Model FC-
'Fail Safe' -System by EICO
ather than the price given

E

tong price was given for the
EKU ._olor Tube Tester described on
page 69 of our April 1972 issue. The
correct price is $49.95.

NOW...ONE PERMA-POWER BRITENER SOLVES
BOTH KINDS OF COLOR TV PICTURE PROBLEMS...co 0 I

NEW BRIT HAS BOTH...

ISOLATION AND BOOST!
04

This efficient new , When needed later,
Britener corrects for 1.110.00111, M0011 sliding the boost switch
cathode -to -filament r i raises electron emissicn,
shorts causing loss of restores full contrast and
black and white video sharpness to fading-
drive . . . isolates the picture.
short, restores the black
and white information
necessary for color pic-
ture quality.

r- - - Noo'S-
.0. ...,....... __,,,

d, tir ,-,A.,..t..4,:, '1 ,-..
_

..
...11.406 C-51

Model C-503
for round tubes

eRma OUR Model C-513
for rectangular tubes

PERMA POWER DIVISION OF
CHAMBERLAIN MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 1 Dealer Net 57.75

5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646 (312) 539-7171

The right
replacement, faster
with n NEW

SERVICE

KITS

from your Centralab
Distributor

KITS AVAILABLE:

 Fastatch II" Controls
 Miniature Wirewound Controls

 Miniature Trimmer Controls
 Axial Lead Electrolytics

 PC Lead Electrolytics
 General Purpose Capacitors
 High Voltage Capacitors
 Packaged Electronic Circuits

KIT FEATURES:

 Rugged steel frames with high
impact plastic drawers.
 Stackable or wall mounted.

Portable, with convenient handles.

 All contain assortment of the
most popular and widely used
Centralab components.

All control units (KIT -10F, -20W,
-30T) include latest edition of H. W.
Sams Replacement Control Guide.

All components are functionally
arranged in drawers by value,
type, etc.

All drawers are pre -labeled clearly
showing contents.

All kits are completely set up,
ready to use.

By Centralab, your
Parts -Time Helper

DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS

al=1EM

OMIF

CENTRALAB
Eiectronics Otwsion
GLOBE -UNION INC

. . . for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card ... for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card
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DEALER SHOWCASE

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

STEREOPHONES

Features high-performance
driver elements

713

The Model K-711 is said to feature
high-performance driver elements, as
well as a distinctive one-piece head-
band of flexible, high -strength poly-
propylene to conform to any head size

for comfortable wearing. It is report-
edly available in either red or black.
Price: $29.95. Koss Corp.

AUTOMOBILE RADIO 714

New concept
"tack" radio

This new concept in automobile ra-
dios has speed equipment styling. It is

priced at $59.95 and can be installed
by the do-it-yourselfer. Sanyo Electric,
Inc.

ANTENNA MULTICOUPLER 715

Provides uniform gain,
high isolation

The Model 909084 solid-state an-
tenna multicoupler is said to provide
uniform gain, high isolation and sep-
arate HF and VHF outputs. Designed
to cover the I.5MHz to 100MHz fre-
quency range, this multicoupler re-
portedly exhibits a 10dB gain from in-
put to any of 8 outputs, 50dB mini -

Quick -Servicing Info About

COLOR TV, B -W TV,

and STEREO

TV 1101 11111

1970

TV TECH AID
Takes you right to the source
of the trouble without guess
work and wasted time. In each
monthly issue you receive over

40 actual causes and cures of color and B&W TV
trouble symptoms. You also receive timely and com-
plete information about circuit modifications and
other valuable service data.

Place your 1972 subscription now.
All new. H 12 Issues $7.95

Get these valuable back issues
while they last At Reduced Rates

SEND YOUR CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER

TO:

TV TECH AID
P. 0. Box 603

Kings Park
N.Y. 11754

 1969-12 Issues $4.95  1970 -Book Form $5.95

 1971 B&W Book $5.95  1971 12 Issues $7.95

 1972 All New 12 Issues $7.95

Name

Address

City

State Zip

... for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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mum isolation between outputs, typi-
cally 100dB dynamic range, and a 7dB

maximum noise titture. Merrimac Re-
search and Development, Inc.

TWO-WAY RADIOS 716

Feature mobile -to -base
interchangeability

Operating in the 450 to 470MHz
band, the solid-state MOCOM series
FM two-way radios are available with
1 or 4w in the MOCOM 10 version
and lOw in the MOCOM 35 version.
Featuring mobile -to -base interchange-
ability, a mobile unit can be substi-
tuted for the base unit, assuring con-
tinuous system operation even if the

base should require servicing. Motor-
ola Communications and Electronics,
Inc.

MINI TV CAMERA 717

Functions with all makes
of 1 -in. vidicon tubes

The Minicon Model 201 is a new
self-contained miniature TV camera
offering a wide choice of line rates.
Combining high sensitivity and resolu-
tion in a small package, the unit re-
portedly provides sharp TV images

with scene illumination as low as 1 ft
candle. In addition, the camera re-
portedly functions with all makes of
I -in. vidicon tubes-including the new

11111114 



silicon diode types. Other features in-
clude automatic compensation for
vidicon dark current shift, 18MHz
bandwidth with 12MHz internal filter,
simple maintenance and AGC/ATC.
Remote controls are an available op-
tion. Sierra Scientific Corp.

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER 718
Removes dirt and oxide
from the magnetic heads

The QM -
140 cassette
head cleaner is
designed to re-
move accumu-
lated dirt and
oxide from the
magnetic heads
in cassette
machines -
thus prevent-
ing spacing
losses and pro-
tecting expensive pre-recorded tapes.
The product features a special non-
abrasive 9 -ft belt that is said to re-
move built-up contaminants complete-
ly without damaging the head surface.
Nortronics Co., Inc.

IC)
OMSERIES

* moo *

HOME ADAPTER 719

Delivers 12v dc at 3a, 5a
of switchable current

When plugged into the power line,
the Model 3AS12 home adapter re-
portedly will deliver 12v dc at 3a and

provide 5a of switching current. The
unit has an ON/OFF switch, pilot light,
and an automatic circuit breaker; and
is housed in a gold finished cabinet.
Alpha Components Corp.

RECORDING -PLAYBACK
EQUALIZER

Allows control of ± 12dB
on each octave

720

Frequency -balanced tape and disc
recordings reportedly can be made
with the model R P10-12 equalizer. Fre-
quency control flexibility is offered in
both recording and playback modes,
with instant monitoring of the altered
and unaltered signals. Connected into
the tape monitor circuit of Hi-Fi sys-
tems or between the preamplifier and

I iiftlitUY
as, 011 1111 NOM

1_

basic amplifier in commercial sound
applications, this product allows con-
trol ± 12dB of each octave. Sound -
craftsmen.

CB IWO-WAY SYSTEM 721

Provides 5w of
transmit power

A new 5w Citizen -Band two-way
radio system, designated PACE 100-
Sa, is complete with clip -on antenna
plus crystals installed for Channels 9,
11, 12, 13 and 14. The unit provides
for full 5w of transmit power with pro-
vision to operate on Channel 9 CB for
emergency use, plus Channels 11, 12,
13 or 14 CB for general convenience
calling. An additional channel may be

selected from the 23 channels assigned
to the Citizens Radio Service to pro-
vide a total of 6 channels of opera-
tion when desired. It has visual indi-
cator lights to indicate the transmitting
or receive mode. A meter is included
so that an incoming signal may be
seen if the volume is turned low.
Pathcom, Inc.

BUSINESS RECORDS...
continued from page 54

can have a major effect on a new
business program being developed.

Contracts, copyrights, patents,
franchise agreements, etc., all are of
major importance to the continued
operation of the business. They need
as much, if not more, protection
than the tax records.

It is important to remember that
any record or document that has
value today will be equally impor-
tant in the future as well. If it has
disappeared in a fire, been stolen or
lost, replacement may be nex: to
impossible.

All of the records that have been
mentioned are essential for the fu-
ture operation of the business, large
or small, and should receive full se-
curity. To these may well be added
basic customer records-particular-
ly when credit is offered. 

MOLDED PLASTIC

COLOR CODED

AMP FUSES
20 Different

Models

Reliable protective fusing device
for replacement of original man-
ufacturer's part numbers.

Listed in Howard Sams' Photo -
facts and Counterfocts.

FREE vest pocket cross refer-
ence booklet indicating correct
Workman part numbers to manu-
facturer's port numbers. No. X58

MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
Subs.d.a, TECII.LaGY IK
BOA 3828 SARASOTA. FLA 33578

leWita
PRODUCTS, INC

... for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card
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TOMORROW
.

1:111 L

11

--- -7
TAPE
PLAYERS

ri
PARTS & ACCESSORES

- .

...--,
DC MOTORS & BELTS

COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE.

CALL YOUR WELTRON DISTRIBUTOR TODAY!

or write or cal direct:

eltron
COMPANY

514 East Peabody Street. Durham. N.C. 27702
919-682-0333

CES Booth 226
... for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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Don't let
this familiar
face fool you.

Messenger 123A
is all new inside.

We've taken our most popular
23 -channel CB two-way radio and
given it completely new circuitry!
New ceramic filter for great
selectivity. New acoustically
isolated speaker for clearer sound.
And more. All for a suggested
price of $149.95.

You're going to hear

more from...

*JOHNSON
Waseca Minnesota 56093

. for more details circle 117 on Reader Service Card

REBUILD
YIUR OWN

PICTURE TUBES?

With the Lakeside Industries precision picture
tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any pic-
turn tube, be it black and white or color or
20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolution-
ized precision equipment of our modern times.
This unit is easy to operate and requires only
4 x 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube is
$6.60. Your cost to rebuild a black and white
tube is $1.85.
Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per
day and if you sold these tubes for $60.00
each. Total income $240.00. Total cost $26.40.
Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.
Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.

For further information, please send your name
and address to Lakeside Industries, 3520 West
Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647. Phone: (312) 342-
3399.

P.S. No salesman will call.

TEKLAB
continued from page 43

an emitter follower for each pair of
differential transistors. It is said to
provide excellent characteristics and
good AM rejection with an overall
gain of 60dB.

The quad detector portion of the
IC operates as a full -wave detector.
This type of a detector has some
desirable properties that make it
particularly suitable for FM detec-
tion. No fundamental carrier fre-
quency is present at the detector
output, decreasing the susceptibility
of parasitic noise. The detector does
not provide gain at the carrier fre-
quency, decreasing the risk of oscil-
lations. The output voltage swing of
the detector is determined only by
the deviation of the input signal, not
by the amplitude variations of the
input signal. Detected audio signals
are received from Pin 2 (audio out-
put) of the IC, through a capacitor
to Pin 9 of the IC, which is the pre-
amplifier input terminal.

The audio preamplifier within
the IC is basically a single common -
emitter stage with emitter -follower
circuits used before and after the
stage. The preamplifier and driver
stage function basically the same as
in previous transistorized chassis
where separate preamplifier and
driver transistors were employed.
This stage provides the necessary
current gain to drive the audio out-
put stage.

A conventional audio output stage
employs a common -emitter, class -A
amplifier, which develops approxi-
mately 1w to drive a 3.211 speaker.
This circuit is basically the same
system employed in the 20KT41 se-
ries chassis.

Conclusion
We feel that the TV set produces

an excellent picture and is very
stable. The many automatic circuits
made the TV set easy to adjust and
will help to eliminate tuning confu-
sion for some customers.

From the servicing viewpoint we
feel that the manufacturer did an
excellent job on the most important
part of servicing-the servicing
data. In addition to the regular data,
they have added voltage and resist-
ance charts for the transistors and
tubes. Also, pictorial views of the
chassis wiring are given along with
the wire color code for various
chassis circuits. 

LETTERS...
continued from page 29

ondly, although most of our readers
are TV -set service electronic techni-
cians who specialize in TV -set servic-
ing, we do have a significant number
of readers who are qualified (with the
proper license and instrumentation)
to do CB servicing. We know of no
other publication that serves these
technicians and do not feel that they
should be ignored.

We originally planned on printing
the second in Mr. C. A. Tuthill's
series of articles in this month's issue,
but would first like to hear how our
other readers feel concerning this
subject. Ed.

Comments on Earlier Letters
In the November issue of ELEC-

TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, the let-
ter from Joseph Dianella and the let-
ter from Tony Cizerle were comple-
mentary to each other.

I have been in the electronics ser-
vicing industry for the last 25 years at

(CORNELLJ ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain Tools

East or West Coast!
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE
NEW 48 PAGE

COLOR CATALOG
* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors-Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL
OFFER

ON ALL ORDERS
OVER

PER TUBE
IMO km,'

FROM THIS LIST

SAGS 6CB6
6AU6 616
6464 6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
... for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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KEEP 'EM QUIET...

andclhAbriigwithQUIETROLE

When you use
Quietrole, you can

be sure of clean, quiet
operation, because you

are using the number one cleaning and
lubricating spray pack available.
Safe for any set, color, or
black and white. Absolutely 4 or
no harmful aftereffects of
any type.

In bottles too, if you prefer.

QUIETROLE . . the choice of
better servicemen everywhere.

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina
... for more details circle 123 on Reader Service Card

TYMETER'
',Is AI Al Glance

DIGITAL CLOCKS
9:37

DIGITAL
CLOCK MOVEMENTS
#130..12 HOUR #131..24 HOUR

DIGITS RESETTABLE INDIVIDUALLY
Avo.loble .n 50, 60 cy voltage, AC IL
opprowed motor, cord. One 'few Guarantee

Tymeter » 9O
Direct Read -
Out Interval
TIMER

by seconds,
minutes, t/4 hr.,
1/2 hr., hour

Complete Line of Count -Up and
Count -Down Digital Computers

CATALOG ON REQUEST

PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO.
TYMETER ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF LCA CORPORATION
7709 FRANKSTowN AVE PITTSBURGH, PA woe

... for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card

the manufacturing, distributing and
retailing levels, and have progressed
from factory and bench technician
through management positions. I felt
20 years ago that compulsory licens-
ing for technicians could do nothing
but enhance the status and income of
technicians and shop owners alike. Li-
censing will most probably lead to
unionization of the licensed techni-
cians and this is not necessarily bad
for shop owners. This is the history of
the craft unions that were licensed in
the 1930's. The increased income and
wages for the craft technicians allowed
the shop owners to charge the neces-
sary rates to insure a good income,
both for themselves as well as for the
people who work for them.

I spent 18 years working for one
man who today is a millionaire. What
started as a one-man shop became a
large servicing organization, which
branched into other parts of the elec-
tronic industry. Most of the people
who helped this man grow and be-
come rich were given the usual pat on
the back and promises of things to
come.

After 18 years, I finally became
-too soon old and too late smart" and
left with a good case of nerves and ab-
solutely nothing in the way of retire-
ment, profit sharing, etc.

The shop owners will never upgrade
their image in the eyes of the consum-
er until such time that they upgrade
the people who are working for them.
The glamour of working on TV sets
back in the mid -40's and early 50's is
no longer there. Many of us were will-
ing to work to learn, but when a man
reaches his 40's, if he hasn't learned
his trade by then and become a first-
class craftsman, then he has been in
the wrong business and it is the shop
owner's and manager's duty not to
carry any dead wood.

There have been many articles and
letters in the industry press about the
background and education needed for
technicians in the consumer electronic
field, and many comparisons as to the
qualifications for this field as com-
pared to an electrician. The fact that
construction and repair electricians
make over $8.00 an hour in almost
all areas of the country with less ne-
cessary training and education than
electronic technicians, speaks well for
the electricians and their unions. It is
past time for us to follow their exam-
ple.

Legislation forcing all technicians
to be licensed will force the owners of
the servicing firms to change the rates
to cover the salaries that the organized
technicians would then demand. I
have not been a working technician
for many years, but have been on the

conlinued on page 68

"STAR -TRACK"' the most
Advanced Space -Age
VHF/UHF/FM Color
Antennas ever introduced!

Similar design
to antennas
used in space
program.

U.S. Patent
No. 3,440,658

 Corner Reflector Driven Disc Director Array for total
UHF coverage!

 Multiple Tuned, Cut -to -Channel VHF Elements for total
VHF and FM coverage!

 Maximum construction for long installation life!
 Exclusive Reynolds Aluminum COLORWELD durable

baked enamel Gold finish!
 Includes RMS SP -332 VHF/UHF Splitter for economical

single down -lead installation!

Model
RANGE OF RECEPTION
VHF UHF

SK -716
SK -1117
SK -1519

SK -13
SK -15
3K-19

Up to 50 miles
Up to 125 miles
Up to 150 miles

Up to 50 miles
Up to 75 miles
Up to 100 miles
Up to 25 miles
Up to 50 miles
Up to 100 miles

Write for
3atalog
Profit
Detailst -

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700
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T & T
VALUE SALE
RAYTHEON NEW JOBBER -BOXED TUBES

E 6G1113 5 for $3.45 6DW4 5 for $4.05
O 61E6 5 for $8.80 3A3 5 for $4.40
O EQUIV. ASTATIC BSR TC8H-(boxed) $1.25
O EQUIV. ASTATIC BSR SX1H-(boxed) $1.50
O EQUIV. ASTATIC BSR TC8S-(boxed) $1.50

XACT. REP. FOR EV5015-(boxed) $2.50
 XACT. REP. FOR ASTATIC 142

Cart -(boxed) $2.00
0 XACT. REP. FOR SONOTONE

IITAS-(boxed) $2.50
 XACT. REP. FOR EV-26 STEREO

CART -(boxed) $1.75
 150 MFD 200 DC WV CAPACITOR 2 for $1.00
0 40 14 40MFD at 450 Volts DC 2 for $1.00
O 2 AMP. 1000 PIV RECT 10 for $1.00
0 STEREO HEADPHONES -(Ind. Boxed) $3.95
n REMOTE MIKE with MIN. & SUB

MIN. PLUG 3 for $5.00
E 25 ft. CURLEY STEREO HEADPHONE

EXTENSION CABLE PEG -PACKED $1.50
0 SHORE M7 -M3 DIAMOND NEEDLE $1.50
O SILICON DIODES, Gen. Purpose, replaces

IN34, 1N51, IN60, etc. 20 for $1.00
O RAYTHEON, IEC, RCA, G.E., SYLVANIA,

ETC., TUBES up to 80% off list
FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER!

Minimum Order $20 - F.0.8. Brooklyn

& T SALES CO.)
4802 AVENUE K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241.5940
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SOLVE YOUR DRIVE
BELT PROBLEMS IN

MINUTES
with ONEIDA'S all new
DRIVE BELT KITS
Eliminates "Down Time" on special and
foreign belts.

 No need to stock replacement belts; makes
any size in minutes.

No molds or complicated vulcanizing proc-
esses to follow.

 No special skill required, cutting guide, cut-
ting tools and adhesive all included.

 Special Insta-Weld F: adhesive makes re-
placement belts as strong as or stronger
than originals for lasting repairs.

ORK-1 Round Rubber Drive
Belt Kit $19.95

ORK-2 Flat and Square
Rubber Drive Belt Kit $19.95

ORK-3 "0" Ring Kit $19.95
Get up to five times your investment back in belt
sales. Each of these kits will make from 80-100
dollars or more in rubber drive
with the kit is the special cutting guide, razor
blade, Special Insta-Weld® adhesive, a large quan-
tity of rubber stock and easy -to -follow directions.
Nothing has been left out. Packed in an attractive,
handy, plastic box that fits into the tube caddy or
on the bench. Now, you can replace over 90% of
the belts found on tape recorders, phonographs
and cassette recorders, both foreign and domestic,
right on the spot. Check with your distributor now.
If he doesn't stock them, ask him to order them
for you today.

PERMABOND ADHESIVE
POWER
WITH

ONEIDA'S
Insta-Weld®
Makes Space
Age Bonds

Great for: Rubber  Plastic 
Metal  Ceramics  Glass Etc.

Insta-Weld,i; is new, not epoxy, nothing you have
heard of before. There is no mixing, just apply
and hold parts together. Just seconds are all that
is required for a bond stronger than anything you
could ever get before. One drop supports 2,000
pounds per square inch.

Now make economical repairs that were never be-
fore possible. Extremely economical, up to 132

bonds per tube.

NEW INSTA-WELD'
only $2.00 per 2 -gram tube

AA:Ah ELECTRONIC MFG., INC.
MEADVILLE, PENNA. 16335

READERS
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114 Heath Company, The 26
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NEW PRODUCTS
700 Marine VHF Radiotelephone 32
701 TV and FM Antenna 32
702 AM/FM Function Generator 32
703 Scope ....... . 61
704 Surge Eliminator 61
705 Adhesive 61
706 High -Voltage Socket .. 61
707 Potelco Power Pack . 61
708 Wire Stripper -Cutter .. 62
709 UHF/VHF Amplifier 62
710 Dry De -Soldering Tool 62
711 Hook -Up Wire 62
712 Heat Shrinkable Tape 63
713 Stereophones 64
714 Automobile Radio .. 64
715 Antenna Multicoupler 64
716 Two -Way Radios 64
717 Mini TV Camera 64
718 Cassette Head Cleaner 65
719 Home -Adapter 65
720 Recording -Playback Equalizer 65
721 CB Two -Way System 65

TEST INSTRUMENT
900 Triplett's Model 603 FET VOM 57

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
List, more Mini 1700 itur.s-plour, ,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

A ..TICINTIE3ECINT TOOLS nnA ALLOYS
4117 N. 44th Street, Phoeniz, Arizona $50111
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TEST
EQUIPMENT

at
Discount

Prices
4-1E3

l*JCCD1=t
Equipment by Other

Manufacturers also Available

Catalog & Prices
on Request

FORDHAM Radio Supply Co., Inc.
265 E. 149 Street, Bronx, N.Y. 10451

Tel: (2 1 2) 585-0330 RC/1
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
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TAPE SYSTEM ...
ontinued from page 45

far, few four -channel players or re-
cordings are available, but the con-
cept is catching on rapidly and will
undoubtedly assume a major role in
the market.

Among tape formats, the princi-
pal four -channel activity today is in
eight -track cartridges. The eight -
track tape is wide enough to accom-
modate four separate or discrete
channels of music. Four -channel
sound can be achieved in cassette
systems by electronically combining
the four channels into two on the
tape by a technique known as the
matrix system. Open reel would also
lend itself to discrete four -channel,
but there has been relatively little
progress in this part of the market
to date. 

FREE ALARM CATA
64 PAGES FILLED WITH 3S0 BURGLAR
AND FIRE ALARM PRODUCTS FOR
INSTALLERS AND ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIANS. INCLUDES RADAR,
INF RARE°, CONTROLS, HARO-TO-
F IND PARTS, AND 6 PAGES CH
APPLICATION NOTES.

mountain west alarm .7;

WI 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016

for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card

LETTERS...
continued from page 67

management side of the desk. How-
ever, manager's salaries are usually
tied to technician's salaries, and except
for the owner operators of medium
and large organizations, the technical
managers also suffer because of the
low rates that are charged to custom-
ers and directly related to that, the low
wages paid to the technicians.

NAME WITHHELD UPON REQUEST
. . for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card " 
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SUBSCRIPTION TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER!

Enter your subscription for a two- or three-year term and
Your own

personal

we'll send you the new TEKFAX 110 Book of Schematics-FREE!

 One Year $6 (no free schematics or bonus) .:71 Two Years $10

TEKFAX NO

copy
Three Years $13  Payment Enclosed .11 Bill Me Later

PLEASE CHECK BELOW:

for 1. In the TV, Rod's and other consumer products fields, is your firm 2. Title: (please check one)
PRIMARILY a: (please check most descriptive item)

only
Retailer with service department Industrial elect-onics service firm Owner, manager, buyer, other executie
Service repair firm with some retail Manufacturer Service manager
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"TRIPLETT MICRO-POWER"TM
Model 603 FET V -O -M

Combines

4 V -O -M

firsts

1W TRIPLETT
MICRO POWER

V -C -M

O

TO

AS -4 -2
luiluii

0

/4011111 603
'III I

0C11.0,01001

/ZERO

300

t 100

C  30

O 10-24

I

30

0

IEEE .3

B ATT CHECK

0 xl MEG
OFF

x10 K

x1K

x100

x10

xl

1000

100

10

AC DC M 

FET Input Circuit -which Triplett
pioneered in the Model 600.
LPL!' Low Power Ohms -which
Triplett pioneered in the h.odel 601.
Auto -Polarity - which Triplett pio-
neered in the Model 602.
TMPT' Triplett Micro -Power -which
Triplett is pioneering in the Model
603.
In fact, the Model 603 FET V -O -M
combines all 4 of those pioneering
features to make it the most feature -
packed V -O -M that Triplett or any-
one else has ever offered.
The new innovation -Triplett Micro -
Power - is a revolutionary V -O -M
circuit with such a tiny power con-

sumption that the service life of its
ordinary carbon batteries is equal to,
or longer than, their normal shelf -life.
Imagine a V -O -M which needs bat-
teries only once a year.
And the Model 603 has a simple, un-
cluttered dial with just four scales to
cover 44 ranges, a null -type zero
adjustment for quick setting with no
parallax error, a suspension move-
ment that soaks up the shocks of
everyday bench and field use, and
a built-in overload protection that
shrugs off overload.
This great, new, feature -packed tester
...Trip'ett's Model 603 FET V -O -M...
is available for immediate delivery

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card

$150
1. Exclusive TRIPLETT MICRO -POWER -
TMP provides battery life in excess of
a yec r for carbon batteries.
2. LOW -POWER OHMS-LP SI ranges
with 70 mV power source for in -circuit
measurements without component damage.
3. FET V -O -M WITH AUTO -POLARITY -
convenient and time -saving, always reads
up -scale.

through your local Triplett Sales/
Service/Modification Center or dis-
tributor for $150. For more informa-
tion, or for a free, no -obligation
demonstration, see him or your Triplett
sales representative. Triplett Corpora-
tion, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

itsTRIPLETT
BLUFFTON, OHIO 45817

The Worlds most complete line of V 0 M's
choose the one that's right for you.



What do RCA SK series devices have
that other replacements don't?

SOLID-STATE
HARDWARE

 10 sockets for transistors and IC's
.15 heat sinks from TO -18 to

TO -3 package styles

QUALITY
PRODUCT

 Top -of -the-line quality
 Meet -or -beat specs
 23 new types
 Now 120 SKs replace
more than 46,000
devices

All three make up the RCA Solid -State System - a
product and back-up approach to a replacement line of
devices with the professional technician and service dealers'
needs in mind. You put the elements together - and they
work. Product is top -of -the -line. Literature is accurate and
comprehensive, and hardware helps in your day-to-day
servicing.

Remember, RCA's Solid -State System is based on
premium product - more than 120 different devices (in-
cluding 23 brand new ones) that can replace more than
46,000 units, both foreign and domestic. They cover the
full range of replacement needs - from small signal types,
integrated circuits, insulated gate and junction type FET's,

RCA

INFORMATION
SUPPORT

 Accurate  Comprehensive
 New SK Replacement Guide
 New SK Wall Chart
 Transistor Tape/Slide Educational Shows
 Manuals

to the newest silicon audio 100 -watt output types.
Designed especially for replacement use, RCA SK

units are backed by electrical characteristics that make
them comparable to or better than original devices. There
are no cast-offs or factory seconds.

All units and the types they replace are cross-refer-
enced in the RCA Replacement Guide, SPG-202M. There's
a Quick -Selection Wall Chart, too, 1L1367A, and new
Audio -Visual service aids. These spell the industry's finest
informational backup for replacements - all SK, all avail-
able from your RCA Distributor. See him today for your
copies.

RCA Electronic Components I Harrison I N.J. 07029.

Electronic
Components


